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estuary are causally related to the land losses this
century." I then compare the strength of this
hypothesis to some of the other hypothesized causes
of land loss on this coast, There are laboratory and
small-scale field trials that support various
hypotheses, It seems to me that the most reliable
interpretations are based on what happens in the
field, and not on the results of computer models,
laboratory studies or conceptual diagrams.

The test results discussed herein are derived

solely from data derived at a landscape scale. The
data set is restricted to a discussion of the Barataria

watershed. This watershed is a significant
component of the Louisiana coastal zorie �14,000
ha! and there are a variety of habitat data available
on it. Its eastern boundary is the Mississippi River
from which occasional overflowing waters are
hypothesized to deliver enough sediinents and
freshwater to significantly influence the balance of
land loss or gain in the receiving watershed, and
whose re-introduction would restore the estuary's
wetlands. Improving our understanding of the
ecological processes operating in this watershed
might assist in the management of others.

DIrect and Indirect Causes of Wetland Loss

Wetland loss is essentially the same as land loss
on this coast  Baurnann and Turner 1990!. We can
discriminate between wetland loss that is a direct
consequence of human activities, and the losses that
are an indirect consequence of various other factors.
The initial habitat conversions from humati
activities, or "direct impacts", are about 12% of the
total land losses in the Louisiana coastal zone from
the 1930s to l 990  Britsch and Dunbar 1993!. These
direct impacts are almost exclusively the result of
dtedging for oil and gas exploration and recovery,
as well as navigation channels, Additional direct
itnpacts arose from failed agricultural impound-
ments. The 'indirect losses' make up the retnaining
88% of all land losses. Some of the causes of these
indirect losses, or impacts, include reductions in
sediment supply, dredging, from subsurface fluid
withdrawal, or hydrologic alterations. The ratio of
direct:indirect impacts resulting frotn human
activities may vary under influences such as global

sea level ri se, climate change~, soil type, geomorphic
framework and age, subsidence or tnanagement.

Four hypotheses about the causes of indirect
wetland losses in Barataria Bay will be addressed
here  adapted from Turner 1997!:
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The effect of geological subsidence and sea
level rise are not included in this list because both

factors have remained relatively stable this century
when the land-loss rates rose and fell, Local

subsidence caused by oil and gas fluid withdrawal
in Louisiana has been estitnated to be relatively
insignificant compared to soil sttbsidence rates
 Martin and Serdengecti, 1984; Suhayda 1987!.
There are clearly Iong-term variations in wind, and
therefore sea level. However, the trend in water-
level rise for the last 80 years is essentially linear,
and there is no acceleration in relative sea level rise

at any tide gage site with a long-term record up to
the 1990s  Turner 1991!.

The four hypotheses identified above were
examined using data on a variety of habitat changes
obtained from photo-interpretations of both 7 I/2'
and 15' quadrangle maps that cover the Barataria
watershed. These analyses include documentation
of the number of new ponds forming near canals,
the number of ponds filling in near canals., and the
amount of land loss and canal density over various
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time periods. The major question asked is: "Docs
land loss result from the hydrologic changes arising
from dredged canals and the consequential spoil
bank parallel to the canal?"

Spatial Relationships Between Land i~ and
Hydrologic Change; 7 l/2' Quadrangle Maps

A newly dredged canal is typically >20 m wide
and is 5 rn deep and has a spoil hank built from the
dredged materials that is several meters wide and
many times higher than a natural levee. If
hydrologic changes cause wetland loss, then land-
loss rates should be higher ncarcr, rather than farther,
from a dredged canal and spoil bank. Wetland
fragmentation into ponds is presuined to be the first
stage of wetland loss. This hypothesis was
examined using data on thc spatial distribution of
different sized ponds found in 1955/56 and 1978
from sixty-three pairs of USFWS 7 1/2' quadrangle
habitat maps  Turner and Rao 1990!. Ponds that
had merged or enlarged to became part of a larger
open-water body during the interval were identified
and not included in the analysis. The total land loss
examined represented 38% of the total land loss for
the coastal zone in the same period. Some ponds
found in 1955/56 were not present in 1978, and the
vast tnajority of ponds were new. The ponds in
Barataria watershed  and elsewhere! between I and
50 ha were the most numerous  n = 1104! and tnostly
formed after 1955/56  n=935!,

The appearance of 'new ponds and the
persistence of existing ponds was positively related
to the distance from the canal  Fig. 1, top panel!-
More than half of all new and persisting ponds, but
less than 10 % of the ephemeral ponds, were within
1 km of a canal. If canals had no effect on new

pond formation, then the distribution pattern of new,
persisting and ephemeral ponds should overlap. The
frequency distribution of these ponds do overlap
within three kin of the canal. The greatest disparity
between the distribution of ephemeral and new
ponds was within 1 km of the canal.

The area of new ponds between 0 and 60 ha
that formed between 1955/56 and 1978 in each

quadrangle map was positively related to the area
«canals in 1978  Fig, 1, bottom panel!. A linear
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Fig. 1. Top: The re!aiionship between the percent of
ponds that are new, persisting. and ephemeral  for the
interval 1955/6 to 78 ! and distance to the nearesi
canal. Bottom: The re}arionship between the area of
new ponds <60 ha formed between 1955/6-78 and
canal surface area  ha! in Baraiaria estuary  adapted
from Turner and Rao 1990!.

regression of'the two variables  pond area and canal
area! gave an intercept statistically indistinguishable
from zero  p = 0.03!. These patterns were also
documented in the neighboring St. Bernard and
Terrebonne watershecls  Turner and Rao 1990!, The
hypothesis that canals and spoil banks caused new
pond formation is not rejected.

Temporal Relationships Between Land Loss
and Hydrologic Change: Salt Marshes

The temporal relationships between canal area
and land loss for the St. Bernard, Barataria, and
Terrebonne watersheds were investigated by Bass
and Turner �997! using aerial photographs.
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Data from 15' quadrangle
maps are available  Britsch and 8000
Dunbar 1993! to test for a spatial
and temporal relationship
between land loss and hydrologic ~g 4MN
changes. Britsch and Dunbar's
land inventories for coastal
Louisiana from the 1930s to 1990

were derived from colored

overlays on 15 base tnaps
 approximately 63 X 10' ha!. They used these
overlays to map the open-water habitat changes
between mapping intervals. These authors used a
consistent photo-interpretation method that is
slightly different from methods others have used,
The data set is based on gross land-loss rates, rather
than net land-loss rates, and represents the only data
set of its kind  for Louisiana! that goes back to the
1930s and that covers the whole coast in a consistent

manner. The }napping dates were from the 1930s
 range 1931 to 1949; p,=1934!, the mid-1950s  range
1951 to 1958; p.=1957!, 1974, 1983 and 1990,
Britsch and Dunbar �993! classified Man-made loss
as land that became open water as a direct
consequence of hurzum modification. Natural loss
was all other land loss. The 'Man-made loss' in the

Britsch and Dunbar �993! analysis is the same as
what 1 considered to be direct land loss in this paper.
The 15' quadrangle maps included all of the
Barataria watershed.
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T~er �997! used all of these data except those
niaps with >85% open water, or <10' ha land within
a 15' quadrangle map. Only one of nine maps that
included the Barataria watershed was excluded in
that analysis. This one map included the Delta
Farms region, where an agricultu}al impoundment
failed in the 1960s and the area became open water.
This dramatic conversion to open water represented
Ae vast majority of land loss from the 1930s to 1990
for tllat quadrangle map.

There was a strong, positive relationship
bet een the direct land loss within each 15 map in

/pat}a} and Temporal
geh}tionsh}ps Between Land

Loss and Hydrologic Change:
15' Quadrangle Maps
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Fig. 4. The relationship between direct land loss and
indirect land loss  primarily canal density! in the
8 aratana watershed for eight 15' quadrangle maps
analyzed by Britsch and Dunbar �993!. No data was
excluded. Four different mapping intervals are
coinpared: 1930s to 1950s, 1930s to 1950s, 1930s ro
1974, and 1930s to 1990. Top: Area of direct land loss
vs. area of indirect land loss  ha!. A linear regression
of the data is shown together with the Coefficient of
Determination  R'!.  p < 0.01 in all cases!. Bottom:
The percent indirect land loss vs. the percent indirect
land loss. A polynomial fit of the data is shown
together with the R' -for each data sei  p c 0.01 in ail
cases!.

the Barataria watershed and the indirect land loss
 Fig. 4; p < 0.01 in all cases!. The intercept v as
zero, or less, indicating that no significant nct land
loss wouM occur without dredging. identical results
were obtained for the neighboring Terrebonne and
St. Bernard watersheds  Turner 1997!.
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This data set was also used to plot the relative
changes in land loss since the 1930s. The first
derivative of the polynomial regression equation
describing the cumulative land loss as a function
of time yielded an instantaneous land-loss rate
whose trajectory approached zero in the 1990s,
land-loss rates declined as rapidly as they rose.
These estimated instantaneous land-loss rates
parallel dredging activity. but land loss lagged
dredging activity by several years  Fig, 5!.

Tests of Competing Hypotheses

There are many reasons why it is not easy to
develop landscape-scale data and then use them
fruitfully to test competing hypotheses about how
hydrologic alterations of the landscape affect the
area ol coastal wetlands. Underneath the surface
of the Louisiana coast are deltas of different ages
and composition. The amplitude and energy of the
tides within and among watersheds is not
homogenous. The density and timing of dredging
activity varies among watcrsheds because of
economic and anciently-defined geological factors.
Furthermore. if the four hypotheses identified earher
in this paper are compiemcntary, or if the causal
significant terms interact, then the effects of
dredging should be difficult to tease out because of

e mrect t and ass
' total Landlossr 10
o Permitted Direct t andloss!

Fig 5 L d loss and cmg d Kg ng over t me for the
Louisiana coastal zone  from Tutner 1997!. Permitted
area  open squares! is based on the area dredged each
year that is permiued by the State's coastal zone
management program. The other two estimates are
based on a statistical fii of the Brit sch and Dunbar
  l993 > land loss data for the whole coast.

a low signal-to-noise ratio. ln other words, if the
competing hypotheses are individually strong or
interact with each other, then a plot of direct and
indirect land losses should look like the scatter-plot
of data points shown in the bottom side of Fig. 6,
not the rather strong linear regression shown in the
top panel, which is the result for the Barataria
watershed  R' = 0,98; p = 0.001!, This result sug-
gests that the cft'ect of canal dredging and hydrologic
change on land loss is quite robust.

HO:

Salinity, Suspended
Sediments and Flood

Fig. 6, Top Paneh the hypothesizcdrelationshipbetween
indirect and direct loss if the hydrologic change
hypothesis is correct. Bottom Panel: the hypothesized
relationship between indirect and direct loss if the
hydrologic change hypothesis is not correct or if several
hypothesis are significant individually or acting in
concert. The left panel  from Fig. 4 in Turner 1997! is
the actual data for the Barataria watershed.
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Another test of competing hypotheses is to
compare the relationship between land-loss rates and
hydrologic change in the Barataria watershed for
the years before and after the significant drop in
suspended load occurred in thc mid-1950s. If this
sediment-load decline was an additional cause of
wetland loss, then the intercept of the land-loss and
canal-density rcgrcss ion line should be higher after
the 1950s,  han for data for before the 1950s  Fig,
7!. If the decline in sediment loading were an
insignificant infiuence on land loss  during the
mapping interval!, then there would be no difference
in the slope of the regression lines for the two data
sets. The hypothesized influcnced was not observed
 see Fig, 4!, so we shouJd reject this competing
hypothesis.

The relative effects of increased estuarine

salinity  which are tLttl generally observed on this
coast; Wiseman et al., 1990! and flood protection
and navigation levees on land-loss rates can also be
tested with the data set of Britsch and Dunbar �993;
Turner 1997!. The hypothesis suggests that land-
Joss rates will increase if freshwater fiow into

estuarine headwaters is restricted and plants become
stressed by an increase in salinity, or, because of
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Fig, 7. The hypothesized relationship between indirect
and direct land loss for two mappmg intervals if
suspen~ sediment loading in the l950s has an effect
on land loss. This pattern was not observed  see Fig. 4l.

the reduced sediment loading. There are at least
three linked assumptions if this hypothesis is true:
 I! saltwater changes must occur, throughout the
watershed, and not just in one small part of it, �!
these changes must be significant plant stressors and
lead to vegetation losses, and, �! other emergent
plant communities do not successfully re-colonize
any new niche created.

The 'saltwater intrusion' and the 'sediment

deprivation' hypotheses were tested by assigning
each 15' base map a number to denote its relative
position inland from the estuarine entrance
 described in Turner 1997!. The quadrangle map
closest to the estuarine entrance was the lowest

numbered map, and the quadrang Je inap furthermost
from the sea was nurnbercd the highest.

These two hvpotheses  salinity stress and
sediment deprivation! can be rejected for several
reasons, in addition to the previously described
relationships. The estuarine headwaters are where
overbank flooding previously occurred  but not
every year!. Plant stress resulting from sediment-
deprivation or salt water intrusion should be: I !
lowest for the plants that are inost adapted to high
salinity and nearest the reinaining suspended
sediment supply  the estuarine crttrance!, and, 2!
highest for those plants least adapted to salt, i.e.,
those plants located in the freshwater rnarshes. 1f
salinity stress occurs, and if it leads to land loss.
then the amount of indirect land loss per direct land
loss should theoretically have been highest in the
lowest salimty zone  bottom panel in Fig. 8!. This
result was not observed, The indirect:direct land

loss ratio declines, not increases, going from salt to
freshwater zones along a gradient from the estuarine
mouth to inland. This ratio does not decline in the

region where plant stresses should be most sensiti ve
to salinity stress  Fig. 9; R' = 0.80; p = O,G] 6!, There
is more land loss per dredged channel in the high-
salinity zone of thc estuary than in the low-salinity
zone, and land loss with dredging where flood
protection levee s are most likely to reduce overbank
flooding. Although saltwater intrusion may be
significant locally, it does not appear to be a major
indirect factor driving land loss this century in this
basin, These two hypotheses are therefore rejected.
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Fig, 8. The hypothesized re!ationship between the
indireic loss rates  Y axis! vs. direct losses  X axis!
from the 1930s to 1990 for each estuary as a function
of distance from the coast  data are for the ] 5'
quadrangle maps examined by Britsch and Dunhar
 l993!. Only quadrangle maps with <85% open water
and >8 ! 00 ha are included. The top panel indicates the
results necessary to support the hydro!ogle change
hypothesis. and the bottom panel is the anticipated
result if increased salinity, decreased suspended
sediments or both is significant. The actual resuhs are
that shown in the top pane! and Fig. 9.

Fig. 9. The relationship between the land loss per
area canal  Y axis! and the distance to the coast in
15' quadrangle maps. Land loss is from Britsch and
Dunbar �993! and is for the 1930s to 1990. The
distance measure is a simple map sequence from
coast to inland,

Coatelusiosts

Thc hypothesis that hydrologic change is the
primary cause of wetland losses in the Barataria
watershed was tested in various ways using data on
landscape-'scale habitat changes. Comparati ve tests
of competing hypotheses were also made to exainine
the relative strength of the influence of salinity
changes, suspended sediment load reduction, and
flood protection levees on land-loss rates. The
results were consistent among several tests. The
formation of ponds is highest near canals, whereas
ponds that revert to wetlands are relative!y scarce
near canals. When canal density is high, land-loss
rates are high, and when canal dredging slows, then
land-loss rates stabilize or decrease. Thc amount
of land loss per area of dredged canal is highest
where the hydrologic gradient is highest  from
tides!, and not in the estuarine headwaters. The
hydrologic change hypothesis is the only acceptable
hypothesis of the four that were tested. lt explains
the rise and fall of' land-loss rates in time and space
in the Barataria watershed and is a more efficient
explanation than alternative hypotheses  t"e
application of Occam's Razor!.

These conclusions obviously h»e som
consequences for conserving the existing wet!~+
and for their rehabilitation and restoration.
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consequence is that thc role of plants in wetland
stability should be considered as more than a
reaction to patterns in inorganic sediment rates.
planb are major contributors to wetland accretion,
plant ecologists could contribute to wetland
restoration by investigating belowground plant
organic storage pools; wetland hydrologic studies
should be expanded to include landscape-scale
interactions. We have much to learn.

Landscape-scale analyses bring a unique set of
complications to ecosystem science. Obviously
landscapes are not homogenous, and therefore
variability is introduced when comparing one
watershed to another. Further, varying the size of
the measuring unit tnay confound detection of the
actual pattern. An analogy might be the exatnple of
trying to determine if the earth i.s curved. Although
the earth's surface is easily seen as curved when
flying long distances, its shape does not appear to
be round when walking, One cannot quantitatively
detect this curvature with ordinary surveying
instruments as easily along a 10 m path, as along a
10 km path. If a 100 km measuring path  or 100
km' plot! has a mountain range, then an even longer
path may be needed to compensate for the local
variation introduced by geological history. The
relationship between hydrologic change and land
loss may not seem evident by analyzing a 1-ha pixel,
instead of a 100-ha pixel. or if the wetland is
encompassed by stranded beach ridges, or
embedded within the Mississippi River delta, or
isolated by remnant channel levees buried a few
meters below the surface. This situation leads one

to understand that the interrelationships between
wetland hydrology and plant health may extend over
kilometers, and that evaluating these connections
may involve some rather innovative and humbling
failures before we fully appreciate the proper scales
necessary to investigate and quantitatively predict
the consequences of coastal wet.land management.
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ABSTRACT: An earlier investigation  Turner 1997! concluded that auost of the coastal wetland loss
in Louisiana was caused by the effects of canal dredging, that loss was near zero in the ahsence of
canttlsv and that land loss hect decrettsed to near zero by the late 1990's. This analysh was based on
a 15-minute quadrangle  approximately 68,000 ha! scale that is too large to isolate processes
responsible for small-scale wetland loss and too small to caphtre those responsible for large-scale
hrss. Herein, we conduct a further evaluation of the relationship between direct loss due to canal
drcdghtg and all other loss From 1933-1990 using a spatial scale of 4,100 ha that accurately captures
local land-loss processes. Data sets for the Pontchartrain and Breton basins did not meet the criteria
for parametric statistics. Regressions of other wetlami loss on canal area  i~., direct loss! for the
Blrdfoot, Terrebone, and Calcasleu basins were not signlHcant. Significant positive curvilinear
relationships were isolated for the Baratarla  RMAO! and Mertnentau  R0.29! basins, indicating
that tbe extent oF canals is signi6caatly related to wetbmd loss in these basins. A significant negative
relationship  R~~l! was fottnd for the Atchafalaya coastal basin which had statisticaHy lower loss
rates than the other basins as a whole. When the data were combined for aH basins, 92% of the
variation in other wetland loss was attributabie to cana!s. AH significant regressions intercepted the
Y-axis at potdtive loss values indicating that smne loss occurred m the absence of canals. We agree
with Tttrner that canals are an important agent in caushtg wetland loss in coastal Louisiana, but
strongly disagree that they ase responsible for the vast majority of this loss. We conclude that wetland
loss in the Missimippi delta is an ongoing complex process invoiviag several interacting factors and
that efforts to create and esture Louisiana's coastal wetlands ntust emphasize riverine inputs of
Fresh water and sedbnents.
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Materials and Methods

Data Base

Hypokhetses

Turner �997! analyzed wetland loss in coastal
Louisiana wetlands from 1932 to 1990 using
statistical analyses of land to water changes in 15-
minute quadrangle maps. He concluded that
virtually all of the loss was caused by canals, that
land loss was near zero in the absence of canals,
and that land loss rates declined to near zero by thc
late 1990s, Turner explicitly excluded saltwater
intrusion and the leveeing of the Mississippi River
as important factors contributing to land Joss
because land loss was highest near the coast and
because regressions of direct versus indirect land
loss had zero intercepts. In this paper and in Turner
�997!, direct land loss refers to wetland which
becomes water when canals are dredged and indirect
land loss refers to all other wetland loss. Turner' s

conclusions contradict PenJand et al. �996!, who
concluded that about 46% of wetland Joss in coastaJ

Louisiana has occurred through natural processes.

The objective of this paper is to catTy out a
further evaluation of the causes of land loss in the
Louisiana coastal zone, particularly with res pect to
the efFects of canals, A more detailed version of
this paper  Day et al. 2000! may be found in the
journal Estuaries. This reduced version has been
printed with permission of Estuaries,

Turner �997! stated four hypotheses about the
coast wide causes of land loss and tested them with
various statistical analyses of direct and indirect Jand
Joss rates from 15-minute quadrangle snaps which
contain about 68,000 ha. We have incorporated the
essence of these in the following hypotheses which
we test in this paper.

1. Direct land loss  i.e., due to canals! is quan-
titatively related to land loss in general, both for
individual hydrologic basins and for thc entire
coast. indicating that most land loss can be
attributed to canals.

2. When shrect land loss is zero, other land loss is
close to zero  i.e., the intercept in regressions of
other land loss on direct land loss is zero!.

3. Land I oss is highest near the coast and decreases
inland. This implies that land loss is highest in
salt marsh and lowest in fresh marsh and that

sal water intrusion has not been an important
factor in land loss.

4, Restricted riverine input has had little impact on
land loss. A corollary to this i» that land loss in
wetlands in the Atchafalaya Delta region, which
is not leveed and receives approxiinately one
third of the totaJ Aow, of the Mississippi River,
has been the saine as that of other basins with

similar density of canals. If land loss in the
Atchafalaya delta region is low, it would su ggest
that ~bile lack of riverine input may not have
directly caused land loss, riverine input is
essential to building new wetlands and reducing
loss of existing wetlands,

8ritsch and Dunbar   1993! quantified wetland
to water changes during four snapping intervals:
early-1930s to rnid-1950s  referred to in this paper
as 1932-1955; the actual dates of the different snaps
used varied slightly!, 1956-1973, 1974-1982, and
1983-1990. They aggregated their direct and indirect
land loss data to the standard 15-minute quadrangle
map scale  -68,000 ha or 168,000 acres!, This is a
convenient scale for maps because it is large enough
to present a considerable amount of detail but small
enough so that the number of maps which
encompass the entire coastal zone  about 50 maps!
is not excessive, Britsch and Dunbar also produced
six spatial maps that were color coded for each
mapping interval  Britsch and Dunbar 1996, Fig 2
of Day et al. 2000!

However, the 15-nunute quadrangle scale is
generally too large for statistical analysis of site-
specific patterns of wetland loss in coastal
Louisiana. The patch size of most of the land loss
that has occurred in the coastal zone is considerably
smaller than the scale of a 1 5-minute quadrangle.
An exatnination of the maps of Britsch and Dunbar
�993! shows that most 15-minute quadrangles
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contain separate patches of wetland loss that are not
spatially or functionally related to each other  see
Fig, 2of Day etal. 20 N!. For example, in adetailed
study of the proximity of canals and wetland land
loss  Leibowitz 1989!, no relationship existed for
}and los» greater than 5 kin froin the canals.

Data Analysis

To better approximate the location and scale
of many of the land loss processes and patterns
 including oil and gas fields where most canals
occur!, we subsampled the tnaps of Britsch and
Dunbar �996! at a 4,}00 ha �0,100 acres! or 6,4
by 6.4 km ce}l size, which approximates the size of
an average oil field network or a large marsh
management impoundnient  Cahoon and Groat
1990!, A priori, the total number of cells  n=121!
was determined by budget constraints, These cells
were arranged along 19 transects positioned nearly
equidistant from each other, such that the number
of cells per unit area of the coast was roughly equal.
We did not include transects which would have been

practically all water  eg� transects in Lake Calcasieu
or Lake Pontchatrain!. However, to ensure that each
basin received at least n=7 cells, it was necessary to
place some transects closer together  e.g., the
birdfoot hydrologic unit is very narrow compared
to the others!. The transects were positioned
perpendicular to the local coastline  either the 6u}f
shoreline or interior bay margins as in the
Terrebonne, Barataria, Breton, and Pontchartrain
basins! and varied in length because they extended
to the inland extent of the mapped wetland, bui did
not overlap one another. While this process was
not completely random, the placetnent of the
transects was inadc without. regard to overa}l land
loss patterns and, once the coastal cell of each
transect was p}aced, a}l ccl}s along the transect were
fixed in place.

In each cell, direct  due to canal dredging! and
all other ]and loss  termed natural loss by Britsch
and Dunbar 1996! was determined for each
sampling interval. Since Britsch and Dunbar only
classified changes from land to water, the change
from marsh to spoil bank adjacem to each canal is
not counted as loss. Britsch and Dunbar did not

classify land loss by habitat type. To determine the

wetland habitat type in each cell, we overlaid
vegetation c}assification maps on the habitat los»
nMps. For the 1932-1955 loss period, we used thc
1949 map of O' Neil �949!. In a similar manner,
for the 1955-1973, 1974-1982, and 1983-1990 }os
intervals, we used vegetation classification map» for
1968  Chabreck et. al, 1'968!, 1978  Chabreck and
Linscombe 1978!, and l988  Chabreck and
Linscombe 1988!, respectively.

Regression and ANOXIA analyses w ere
performed using the SYSTAT 6,1 general linear
rrxx}e}. Specific hypothesis tests between direct }and
loss  i.e., due to canals! and other land loss i nc 1ude:
�! other land loss in the entire coastal zone and in
each hydmlogic basin is statistically related to direct
land loss and �! when direct land loss is zero, other
land loss is zem; �! land loss is highest near the
coast and in salt rnarshes  for this test, distance from
the coast was defined by the sequence of each cell
in the subsampling transects!; and �! land loss in
the Atchafalaya Delta hydrologic unit is not different
froin that in other hydrologic units. Hypotheses I
and 2 were tested with regression inode}s, wherea.s
3 and 4 were tested as separate one-way ANOVAs
using basin, cell number in the transects, and marsh
type as categorical variab}es.

We did not eliminate cells containing less than
15% lard in 1933 as in Turner �997! because this
potentially creates two biases. First, by definition,
these cells are located on shorelines where the
priinary cause of land loss is wave erosion, Pen}and
et al, �996! reported that about 35% of land los»
was due to wave erosion Second, very few oil field
canal networks arc located directly on the Louisiana
coastline and hense elimination of coastal cel}» may
improve the regression fit,

Log transformations of the dependent or
independent variable, or both, were required in
several instances when the data did not meet the
criteria for parainetric analysis and when relation-
ships were curvilinear. Nonparametric regression
was required for the Pontchartrain and Breton Sound
data sets  Burkes and Dodge 1993! When data
contained an observation with excessive le'veiage

 i.e., > 0.55! the results are presented with and
without that observation  Hair et a}. 1998!. For ihe
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Barataria, Atchafalaya, and combined data set, one
observation required omission because it produced
an excessive  >+3.0! Studentized residual  Hair ei
al. 1998!. Unless specified, differences were
deemed statistically significant at alpha = 0.05.
An attempt was made to analyze the data
standardized to the amount of land present at each
site in 1932  as in Turner 1997!. That is, the direct
and other loss values were propottianalized io the
amount of hmd in each tx:11 at the beginning of the
study. These data required an arcsine square root
transformation to meet norma!i ty and homogeneity
of variance assumptions  Sokal and Rohlf 1995!,

Rggggitt!lt: For all the data standardized to
the amount of land present in 1932, no significant
relationships occurred, regardless of transforination
 Fig, 1!. interestingly, when cells were reinoved
that contained less than 15% land in 1932  see Fig,
4 of Turner. 1997, for comparison!, the fit did
become tnarginally significant  F, rr3 4.16,
p<0.044! albeit weak  RM.036!. For the analyses
by basin, standardization did not itnprove the fits;
therefore, all subsequent interpretations are hmited
to the non-standardized data.

Statistically significant relationships between
other land loss and direct land loss were not obtained

zs 03|
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Normalized Direct Loss

Fig. l. Direct wetlands loss and other wetlands loss
for all basins normalized to the land present in each
quadrat in 1933  as in Fig. 4 of Turner 1997!. n = 121.

for the Birdfoot, Terrebonne, and Calcasieu
hydrologic units  best fits producing p>0,12, Fig.
2!. Positive relationships existed for thc Breton
Sound  F,,=10.37, p=0.023, Fig. 3a!, Barataria
 F, =56.97, p<0.0001, Fig, 3b!. and Merinentau
basins  F~~ 1073 p 0004 Fig. 3c!, producing
R -0.675, R'=0.721, and R'=0.349, respectively.
For the Barataria data set, omission of thc single
observation on the Y axis  with leverage&.57, Fig,
6aj decreased the R' from 0.721 to 0.470.

Interestittgly, in the Atchafalaya, which is a basin
characterized by high input of riverine inorganic
sedimettts, a significant negative relationship existed

4000[
A I

1 00 200 300 400
Direct Loss  ha!

Fig. 2. Direct land !oss and other land loss for the  A-!
Birdfoot and  B.! Terrebone hydrologic unib from
1933-1990. Data for Calcasieu Basin are not shown as
direct loss was zero for all quadrats.
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between other wetland loss and direct loss
 F W,93, p=0.041, Fig. 3d!, producing Ra=0,236.
For the three parametric fits  Barataria, Merrncntua,
and Atchafalaya!, the intercept  b ! was statistically
greater than zero, indicating that there was wetland
loss in the absence of direct losses.

The regression of other wetland loss on direct
wetland loss with all of the data combined could
account for only 9.29o of wetland loss attributable
to canals  F, ��= .00, p=0.001, R'=0.092, Fig. 4!.
The intercept of b.=644 ha was highly significantly
different from zero  t=6.60, p�.0001!.

>~VI.: The data set with all basins
combined was also used to test for diffetences in

other wetland loss from 1932 to 1990 due to effects

of basins, the distance from the coast, and marsh
type  Fig. 5!. The basin effect was highly significant
for the raw  F, �,=9.56, pc0.0001, Fig, 5a! and
standardized  F, o,=g.71, pc0,000! data and thc a
prr'ori linear contrast of the Atchafa! aya versus other
basins was highly significant  F~ nz 12 9
pc0.0001 and F, �, =11.37, p<0.0001 for the raw
and standardized data, respectively!, despite
relatively low loss rates in the Breton Sound and
Pontchartrain basins  Fig. 5a!. Land loss did not
differ from the coast inland for the raw data

 F�=l.32, p&.247!, but did for the norlnalized
data  F,,~=2.68, pW.014! with the highest losses
occurring in both coastal and the most inland cells
 Fig. 5b!, Wet!and loss did not differ for different
marsh types  F,, =2,72, p=0,069!, but displayed a
similar pattern as that of distance from the coast
 Fig. 5c!.

Discussion

The results of our analysis indicate that canals
have been an important factor in land loss, but that
the relationship with land loss varies between basins.
For Barataria Basin, up to 72% of other wetland
loss was statistically associated with direct losses
due to canals. However, omission of a single outher
decreased the R' to 0.47, or by 35%. Froln both an
ecologica! and statistical perspective, we believe that
a single observation with that much leverage war-
rants omission. There was no significant relation-
ship between direct land loss and other land loss for
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Fig. 3, Regressions of other wetlands loss on direct
wetlands loss for  A,! Breton Sound.  B.l Baratana"
 C.! Mermentau, and  D.! Aichafalaya basins from
1933-1990 95% confidence interval s of the mean are
included.
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several of the basins  Pontchartrain, Birdfoot,
Terrebonne, and Calcasieu!. This does not mean,
of course, that land loss has not been caused by
canals in these basins, Rather, it indicates that other
processes arc also i tnportant an d inask the potential
statistical relationship, or that insu%cient statistical
power existed due to low sample sizes. There was
no clear patterrt in land loss with distance from the
coast or for different types of marsh, and in general
the Atchafalaya hydrologic unit, with the highest
riverine input. has had a significantly lower rate of
wetland loss than the other basins.

Although the t5-minute quadrangle is a
convenient mapping scale for a variety of purposes,
i t commingles  i.e., aliases! the functional processes
responsible for coastal wetland loss in Louisiana.
In a detailed study of the proximiry of canals to
patches of high wetland land loss, Leibowitz   I 989!
concluded that canals were not the prirrtary cause
of the loss. In addition, when positive relationships
between canals and land loss existed, the
relationship decomposed within 5 km of the canal.
Our quadrNs were 6.4 krn on a side and therefore
should have captured positive relationships crisply,
had they existed.
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Fig, 5. Differences in wetland loss rates from 1933-1990
among  A! basins,  B! disumcc from the coast  Cell 1 is
neamst the coast!. and  C! marsh type. Standard error
bars are included. For basins, BA is Barataria, BS is
Breton Sound, CS is Calcasieu, lvlo is Mississippi Delta,
ME is Mennentau, PO is Pontchartrain, TE is
Terrebonne, and TV is Atchafalaya



We found that direct land loss  that is, dredged
canals! ranged from being not statistically related
to other land loss in several basins to accountirtg
for 47% and 68% of the variation in other land loss
in the Barataria and Breton Sound basins, respec-
tive!y. Based on regression ana!ysis, Turner  ! 997!
conc!uded that canals arc responsible for the
majority of wetland loss and that when direct !oss
is zero, other land loss is zero. Our analysis detnon-
strates that this is not the case. The scale of the 15-

minute quadrangles used by Turner leads to
statistical re!ationships betv ccn canals and other
land !oss which is clearly unrc!ated to cana!s  i.e.,
shoreline wave erosion!. Pcn! and et a!. �996! also
concluded that land loss was due to multiple
interactive causes and indicated that about ha]f of
the land loss was natura! and that thc total amount

of ! and loss indirectly due to "submergence" because
uf human modifications was about 35%, Among
the causes of land loss other than canals were wave

erosion and tectonic fauhing.

In general, we found a lower overall statistical
re! ationship between direct and other land loss than
is suggested by the results of Pen!and et al. �996!.
For the combined data sct. the R' -was on]y 0.092,
One reason for this is that the re!ationship within
each basin varies from linear to log-linear to log-
!og to no re!ationship to a negative relationship in
the Atchafalaya Delta area.

An important detrimental impact of canal spoil
banks is that they lead to the reduction of sediment
input and poor drainage of marsh soi!s  Reed 1992;
Boumans and Day 1994; Cahoon 1994; Cahoon et
a]. 1995b; Reed et a!, 1997; Swenson and Turrter
!987!. The pmgressive waterlogging due to reduced
sediment input can interact with existing salinity to
produce deleterious effects on vegetation. A number
of studies have shown that multiple stresses, such
as salinity and waterlogging, have a much more
detrimental impact on coasta] vegetation than a
sing]e stressor  Grime 1979; Mendelssohn and
McKee 1988; Mc Kee and Mendelssohn 1989; Grace

and Ti!man 1990; Shaffer et a!. ]992].

We found no c!ear pattern in land loss rates
with distance from the coast, or across different
tnarsh types, suggestmg that there is no general
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pattern of land loss across the salinity gradient,
There are documented cases, however, where wc

believe saltwater intrusion was responsible for !and
loss. For example, huge marsh losses occurred west
of the northern part of Lake Calcasieu during the
1956-1973 mapping interval, These losses occurred
after the completion of the Ca!casieu Ship Channe!
in 1941 and fol!owed the passage of Hurricane
Audrey in 1957. The hurricane apparently led to
massive saltwater intrusion and widespread death
of the heshwater Cladium marshes which previously
occupied the area  Morgan et a]. 1958!. The
remaining marshes are now intertnediate to brackish.
The construction of the Mississippi River Gu!f
Outlet !ed to sa!twater intrusion and caused the death

of almost all of the Taxodium swamps which
formerly occurred east of the Mississippi River
below New Orleans  Coastal Environments 1972!.
Some of this area is now open water, but much of
the swamp has converted to Spartina marsh
scattered with ghost cypress trunks,

Turner �997! conc!udes that the isolation of
most of the deltaic plain from riverine input by f!ood
control !evees has not played a significant role in
wetland loss. This contradicts a long history of
research that demonstrates how the river built and

maintains the delta  Fisk et al. 1954; Kolb and Van
Lopik 1958; Day et al. 1995, 1997; Roberts 1997 I.
The most obvious example of this are the marshes
in the Atchafalaya delta region, a non-]evecd coastal
bay where subaerial land building has continued
since 1973  Roberts et al. ]980!. Our analysis
demonstrates that land loss in this area is sig-
nificant]y lower than that of any of the other coastal
basins.

Turner suggests that there is a "need for tnuch
greater ecological understanding" of wetlands and
that there is litt]e appnxiation of the role p]ants play
in "dotninating the accumulation of sediments
through their contribution to soil organic matter
be] ow ground." We certainly agree on the need for
further study on the functioning of these systems.
But it has long been recognized that soil formation
and accretion in much of the Mississippi deltaic
plain is dominated by organic soil formation from
root production and managetnent suggesuons have
explicitly incorporated this function  Hatton et a!.
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1983; Temp]et and Meyer-Arendt 1988; Cahoon
1994; Cahoon et al. ]995a; Day and Temp]et 1989;
Day et al. 1995, 1997; Nyman et al, 1993a,b!.
Organic soil formation often accounts for 70%-80%
of accretion, but addition of mineral sediments
resu]ts in stimulation of p]ant production and health.
Mineral sediment addition, especially in river water,
has several positive impacts on marsh plant
communities. The rrunera] sediments add strength
«nd bulk to the sediments, for example, and they
carry nutrients that stimulate productivity and iron
which complexes with sulfide phytotoxins. Fresh
water also reduces salinity stress.

Based on his analysis, Turner �997! con-
cluded that land loss rates in the coastal zone will

be close to zero by the year 2000, But land loss
rates continue to bc high, with measured loss rates
ranging from 65 to 9] km'yr' in the 1980s and the
1990s  Barras et al, ]994!, ln addition, landscape
modeling results  Reyes et al. ]999! and statistica]
pmjections based an past land loss rates  J. Suhayda,
Dept. Civil Engineering, LSU, personal com-
munication! indicate that ]and loss rates will
continue to be high aver the coming decades. For
his modeling, Turner used a second-degree
polynomial regression to fit wetland loss over time
and to extrapolate loss rates from ]991-1995. This
type of regression can fit only a symmetric parabola,
and extrapolation with polynomial regression in
general is cautioned  Zar ]996!,

Conclusions

We conclude that wetland loss in the
Mississippi Delta is a very complex process and that
lass is caused by a dynamic and interacting set of
processes. We agree with Turner that. canals have
been, and continue to be, an important agent in
contributing to this land lass, We disagree, however,
that canals are responsible for a majority of the land
loss and that land loss is zero when canal density is
zero. The exclusion of sediments, fresh water, and
nutrients of the Mississippi River from much of the
coastal zone has elinunated a major land building
and maintenance mechanism which historica]l
counteracted many of the processes responsible for
land loss and thus is a major factor in coastal land
loss in Louisiana. We a]so agree that hydrologic

restoration, specifically with reference to cana] spoil
banks, should be a necessary component of a
holistic, integrated delta restoration p]an. ~s a]one
however, will have minimal impact if it is not
coupled with reintroduction of river water. Mincra]
sediments will be generally necessary to re>ui]d and
maintain the coast, It is not likely that removal of
spoil banks will result in revegetation on a large
scale. Several studies have shown that there ts rapid
loss of elevation of 10-15 cm when p]ant death
occurs  Nyman et al, 1993a,b; Delaune et a], 1994.
Kernp et al. ]999!. In addition, soil strength in
highly stressed, low elevation wetlands is very low
and there is very little elevation gain even with high
accretion rates  Cahoon et al. 1995h; Kcrnp et a].
1999!. A nutnber of actions can help reduce land
loss, but only riverine input can lead ta major
creation of new land. This agrees with our
fundamental understanding of how deltas function
both spatially and tempora]ly  Roberts 1997; Day
et al. 1997!. If Louisiana is ever to achieve no net
loss of its coastal wetlands, we believe that it wi]]
be necessary to expand restoration strategies to
include major river diversions.
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INTRODUCTION

Coastal wetlands across southeastern

Louisiana have cotnpacted and are being lost as they
converted to open water  Wells 1996!. Annual
variability in mean sea level  MSL! can be several
centimeters per year  Baumann 1980!, and can result
in in~ penetration of salinity into wetlands
 Penland et al, 1988!. Such changes are believed to
underlie the general pattern of displaceinent of
freshwater vegetation by tnore salinity tolerant
communities, and vegetation die-off followed by
conversion to apen water  Roberts 1997; Wells
1996!,

Most wetlands in the Barataria - Terrebonne

estuarine complex are losing elevation to MSL at
variable rates  Penland and Ramsey 1990!. Reed
�995! calculated mean annual land loss rates in
Barataria at 20.1 km' for 1958 to 1978 and 34.5

kmi for 1978 to 1988, and for Terrebonne at 24.9
and 31.6 km', respectively. Reed �995! also
estimated that indirect land loss due to canal
dredging could account for tnore than 30% in
Baiataria and 10% in Tetrebonne, It appears that
local anthropogenic modifications have had
different effects in each basin and making it difficult
to assess changes on a regional basis.

Understanding these habitat changes is critical
to assess the long-term effects of proposed
restoration approaches, The objectives of this study
were io �! construct a multiple scale process model
for the Barataria and Terrebonne watersheds to
understand and predict regional habitat change and
�! assess long-term indirect and cumulative impacts
of management al ternatives as proposed for wetland
restoration.

Wc have been addressing these issues using
spatial ly articulated landscape models  Costanza et
al. 1990; Sklar et al. 1985; White 1991; White et al.
1991!. These dynamic spatial interaction models
have been called Coastal Ecological Landscape
Spatial Simulation  CELSS! by Sklar and Costanza
�991!. CELSS models incorporate location-
specific algorithms that allow feedback between the
local processes and the landscape dynamics, so that
both the landscape and the intensity of the processes

affecting it change throughout time  Boumans and
Sklar 1990!. This  ype of feedback has been tested
in aquatic modeling programs like LAPTER  Reyes
et al. 1994!, and used in terrestrial simulation
prograins PATCHMOD  Wu and Levin 1994! and
ECOLECON  Liu et al. 19941.

STUDY AREA

The Barataria-Terrcbonnc systcin is an
ittterdistributary estuarine-wetland system located
in southern Louisiana. The Barataria basin portion
is located between the natural levees of the
Mississippi River and Bayou Lafourche. It is
roughly triangular in shape with an area of 6100
kin'. The Terrebonne basiri is bordered by Bayou
Lafourche on the east and the Atchafalaya River on
the west and occupies 5500 km'  Fig. 1!,

Both basins are dynainic systems undergoing
change due to natural and human processes, The
Barataria basin hns been closed to direct ri ver inflow
since 1904. Precipitation provides its main source
of freshwater; however, the Mississippi River exerts
an indirect influence on salinity in the lower basin
by reducing salinity in the nearshore Gulf of Mexico
 Petret et al. 197 I !. The Terrebanne basin is directly
influenced by the Atchafalaya River. As a resuh,
the western portion of this basin is one of thc fcw
locations in southern Louisiana that has experienced
net land gain  Boesch et al. 1994!.

The vegetative cornrnunities in bath basins
reflect gradients in elevation and supply ot
freshwater. Marshes occur as bands of sah, brackish.
and fresh vegetation from the Gulf inland  Chabreck
and Condtey 1979!. Fresh marshes give way to
swainps and bottomland hardwoods at higher
elevations, These communities have overlapping
salinity tolerances when grown in the laboratory.
but generally competition leads to distinct zonauon
in the natural setting  Conner et al. 1987!.

MKTHGDS

A landscape habitat prediction model was»dt
for each basin. Each is a dynamic spatial model
using variable time and spatial scales. Both models
usc a finite difference, 2-dimensional and vertically
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»g. 1, The State of Louisiana showing location for the Batataria and Teirebonne watersheds. Nutnbcrs indicate time
senes slations.

»tegrated hydrologic module with a time step  dt!
of 1 hour and a spatial cell size of 100 km' coupled
with a primary productivity module with a dt of ]
day and 1 km- 'cell size. Output from the
hydrodynamic and productivity tnodules are
subtnitted to a soil module  dt of I yr�cell size of 1
ktn'! and then evaluated by a habita.t switching

module which redefines the habitat inosaic  cell size
of I km'-! on a bi-annual basis. The conceptual
framework of the four modules is presented in
Figure 2. The model was written in FORTRAN and
runs on a UMX platfortn and specific details for
the modules interaction can be found elsewhere
 Reyes et al� in review.; White et al. 1997}.
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Fig. 2, Flow of calculations for the landscape progrsni modules indicating time and spatial scales,

Hydrodynatnics

Productivity

The hydrodynamic module uses the diffusion
wave approximation for shallow water to calculate
water movement and sediment transport  Singh and
Aravamuthan l 995!. This approximation requires
thai local acceleration, uniform flow, and Coriolis
force io be considered neghgible. This simplification
is necessary because standard hydrodynamic
equations require s mal ler time steps than is practical
for long term predictions  Cheng et al. 1993!. The
effect of friction is accounted for by a Manning
coefficient that is the 100 km' average of al l I km'
habitat dependent Manning coefficients included in
that 100 km' cell. Inputs include rainfall, pumping
outfall, and rivers. Outputs are limited to evaporation
and tidal boundary exchanges. Infiltration into
groundwater is assumed negligible.

Initial spatial inputs include a 100 kin' land
elevation map and a suspended sediinents field.
Resultant hourly values for 100 km' water elevation,
water velocity, salinity and suspended sediment
distributions are linearly interpolated to yield 1 km-'
values. interpolated water and land elevations are
used to calculate water depth. Suspended sediment
is evaluated hourly, and according to the water

velocity, is determined to deposit on the marsh or
resuspended, Deposition is calculated as a net daily
value, and salinity and duration of flooding are
averaged to daily values.

The macrophyte module was viewed as a
representation of any portion of a given landscape
with homogenous characteristics. The biological
module runs on a daily time-step, integrating nei
productivity for the inacrophyte community
throughout a I km' cell. Although structurally the
same, the biological inodule uses different
parameters and initial values for each habitat once
is spatially distributed, Specifically, two biological
components are modeled: non-photosynthetic
carbon biomass  roots and stems! and
photosynthetic carbon bioinass  leaves!. Gross
pmduction is a function of biomass, maximum gross
production rate and a limitation function  Hopkinson
et al. 1988!. This limitation function includes
responses to water level. salinity and temperature.
The waterlogging function represents the different
tolerances of each habitat  as determined by a
representative specie! to flooding conditions
 Nyrnan et al. 1993!, Salinity stress is also



Soil

Fprchttg Functions

Habitat Switcher

determined by habitat type  Pezeshki et al. 1987!,
The temperature response function varies
seasonally. Respiration rates  proxy for metabolic
stresses! adjust to these same factors  Burdick et al.
1989; Dai and Wieg crt 1996; Hopkinson et al. 1978 !,
Excess fixed carbon is translocated to the non-
photosynthetic storage  Howes et al. 1985!. The
opposite process occurs if respiration losses offset
photosynthetic intake,

The soil module includes three components:
inorganic sediments, dead belowground biomass
and total beiow ground organic sediments  dead
biomass plus non-photosynthetic biomass from the
biological module!, Both inorganic and organic
components were divided by a constant bulk density
to calculate elevation.

Total seditnent elevation was calculated by
adding the heights of inorganic and organic storage
and accounting for percentage pore space.
incorporation of aboveground litter to the
belowground storage is assumed negligible  Nyrnan
et al. 1993!. The amount of inorganic sediments is
conserved and a decomposition rate is applied to
belowground organic sediments.

Subsidence accounts for 85-90% of the relative

sea level rise  RSLR; estimated at L2 cmfyr! within
Louisiana coastal marshes  Day and Ternplet 1989!.
While subsidence is not explicitly included within
the soil module, decomposition of the organic stock
partially simulates shallow subsidence. Deep
subsidence of the Holocene layer is accounted for
by increased rates of eustatic sea-level rise  Fenland
and Ramsey 1990!.

This module keeps track of habitat charac-
teristics and environmental parameters for each cell
throughout time These environmental parameters
are summarized and evaluated annually to determine
if they are representative of another habitat type.
The interaction of primary productivity and
environme.ntal conditions defines habitat type
 Laurenroth et al, 1993!. Once a threshold of change
is reached, the model simulates habitat change.
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Thc habitat switcher module has two corn-
ponents: a daily counter and a switcher. Thc daily
counter queries biomass density, sal inity and depth
of standing water at each 1 km-' cell. Based on these
values, habitat type is determined according to
classification criteria  Table 1!, and the counter
advances by one unit. At regular predeterinined
intervals, the habitat counters for each cell are
submitted to the habitat switcher component Th»
algorithm evaluates if a habitat change should take
place under several conditional rules. If more than
half of the time open-water conditions existed then
the cell type is assigrcd as open water  Nyman et
al. 1993!. If not, the vegetative habitat type with
the highest count is assigned. When the habitat type
changes, new productivity and respiration rates
appropriate for that habitat type are applied in the
biological module. The habitat switching decisions
are made once every two years in this model version
but any time interval could be defined.

Table 1. Habitat type definition by salinity  PSU!
and biomass density  kg OM m *!.

Forcing functions for the landscape model
were input as time series, The time series necessary
to run both models from 1956 to 1992 werc
cotnpiled from 15 stations for 9 parameters  wind
speed and direction, inorganic suspended sediments,
evaporation, rainfall, air temperature, salinity, tides,
river discharge!

Daily tide stages were obtained from thc
National Ocean Service  NOS! at Bayou Rigard.
for 1955-1979 and from East Point, Grand isle from
1980-1988. Daily salinity values at Grand Terre Lab
collected by Louisiana Wildlife and Fisheries were
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used as the boundary condition for the Barataria
basin. Boundary conditions for Terrebonne were set
using the salinity distribution reported by Murray
and Donley �994!.

Spatial Data Assembly

Habitat maps for the Barataria and Terrebonne
basins were provided by USFWS in rasterized 625
m' georeferenced maps. These digital maps were
derived from aerial photography for 1956 and 1978
and satellite imagery for 1988 and 1990, and
«g gregated to I kin'. In addition to open water and
developed upland, each cell was classified as a
wetland type characterized by a single dotninant
species. Salt rnarshes were characterized by Spartina
alrerniflora, brackish rnarshes by Spartina patens,
fresh marshes include Pariicsrnr heiniromon and
swamps by Taxodi rrm disrichiurri  Chabreck 1972;
Conner et al. 1987; Tiner ! 993; Visser et al. 1996!.

CA LIBRATION

Recognizing that a landscape model is a
complex system with non-linear responses to
different environmental stimuli, a calibration
strategy was implemented to consider the effects of
different scales and impacts of each module on
model performance, This strategy allowed us to
increase the model complexity as each module was
I irst tested individually and then combined into the
landscape model. The data set used for this
calibration only included the parameters from 1978
to 1988,

Temporal Calibration

Resulting time series from each module were
compared against available data at specific
locations. The model was run repeatedly until these
time series matched the field data. The
hydrodynamic inodule was tested using the 1994
elevation inap  Alawady and Al-Taha 1996!, no
winds and theoretical tides for 1987 and 1988.
Hourly water levels were computed by the model
at cells corresponding to the locations of the NOS
data and compared for consistency and match.
Manning coefficients were then adjusted for each
of the habitat types to produce the best match.

Salinity was calibrated by adjusting boundary
conditions  i.e., salinity initial conditions and
diffusion rates!. Salinity results matched closely the
available data  Murray and Donlcy 1994! in the
lower portions of the basins.

The inacrophyte production module was tested
using specie specific parameters for each wetland
dominant community type. Varying physiological
parameters such as, tlooding and salinity tolerance
within reported ranges  Howes ct al. 1986; Nyman
et al. 1993; Pezeshki et «I. 1987; Visscr et al. 1996;
Wiseman et al, 1990! produced seasonal trends of
productivity and bioinass  Conner and Day 1976;
Kirby and Gosselink 1976!.

Spatial Calibration

The model was run for the 1978 to 1987

decade using the USFWS maps to set initial
conditions and final spatial comparison. The
objectives were:  I! to siinulated ecological
processes across the landscape and �! to verify that
all the land loss processes were implicit in the
landscape model. This second objective was stated
to assure rhat although when the landscape model
does not explicitly incorporate local processes  e,g,
canals and spoilbanks!, it incorporates whatever
regional effects these impacts might have. This
calibration method thus compensates for local
effects by lowering the regional resilience of the
habitats to land loss.

The landscape calibration required a match in
habi tat distribution. This implied consistency among
the land use changes, land loss rate and habitat
response to climatic variability. Previous habitat
modeling efforts in southern Louisiana  Sklar and
Cos anza 1991! have utilized a goodness of fii
parameter  Ft; Costanza 1989! to evaluate the model
performance. This fit index compares two maps
using a moving window technique and calculates
the degree of accuracy between them in values
ranging from 0  no match! to 1.00  perfect rnatch!.
For the calibration purposes, the model was
repeatedly run comparing resulting maps from 10-
year simulations ending in 1988 to the USFWS 1988
map. This was done until the overall fit improved
to 0.85 for both basins.



lnitia] conditions  salinity, elevation, and
Manning coefficients!, and biological parameters
such as salinity tolera.nces for each habitat were
manipulated during the calibration. The 1978 - ] 988
calibrated simulations yielded a fit of 0,89 for
Barataria and 0,85 for Terreborme. There was also
agreement for total wetland and water areas for the
two watersheds  Ft = 0.96 for Barataria and Ft =
0 94 for Terrebonne!. Table 2 presents the resulting
fits and habitat areas for each of the runs, starting
with the calibration, validation, and management
option experiments that will be discussed later in
ihe text.

Another calibration was done by comparing
available land loss information. Annual land-loss

estimates from 1955/56, 1978 and 1990 generated
from the USFWS and USACOE  Dunbar et al.
1992! intervals are given in Table 3 along with those
created by the model,

Validation

To validate the model, parameters settings for
the base case �978-1988! were used to simulate
1956-1988 conditions using the USFWS map as
initial conditions. The model predicted land loss
fluctuations for 1956-78 between 0 and 65 km' for

Barataria and 85 km' -for Terrebonne, similar to
reported values of' 73 km' - Gagliano et al. 1981!.
Habitat and goodness of fit results are presented in
Table 2. Goodness of fit values for these simulations

were lower than the calibration values. The decrease

of accuracy in model predictions can be attributed
to the different land Joss trends  Table 3! through
the 30-years tested.

MANAGEMENT SCENARIOS

Landscape models of this type are one of the
few tools that can be used to predict the effects of
complex spatial interactions and cuinulativc, long-
terrn effects of global changes, Simulations, from
1988 to 2018, were performed for a series of
inanagernent scenarios  Table 2!, The first scenario,
referred to as Nortnal Conditions  NC!, simulated a
future continuation of current trends, Later
simulations are evaluated by comparing results
against this NC scenario. The following questions
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can be answered using this cotnparatlvc approach.
What were the effects of thc management alterna-
tives. Was it positive or negative with rcgardi to'r W

land loss' Was there any associated change in habitat
distribution?

Normal Conditions Scenario

The NC scenario consisted of a 30-year
simulation for each basin. To run simulations into
the future, theoretical time series and boundary
conditions needed to be decided. We repeated the
original time series in reverse order, because climate
tends to be cyclic  Thomson 1995!, The forcing
functions and boundary conditions are actual data
for years 1955-]992 but when thc year 1993 was
simulated, the climate from 1991 wai used, 1994
simulation used climate from 1990, and so on.

The resuJting habitat distribution for Barataria
 Fig. 3! converted 1,105 km-' to open water during
1988 to 2018  Table 2!, The largest decline �98
km'! was for brackish marsh, while only 5 km-' of
s wamp were lost. The mode I iden t ified large
portions of the middle and lower brackish marsh
that converted to open water, whereas the upper
basin, dominated by swamp habitat, remained
relatively unchanged.

The brackish marsh sites of Bayou Pcrot and
Bayou L'Ours were subjected to time series analyiis
 Fig. 4!, as these sites underwent a change from
brackish inarsh to open water. F igure 4a reveals thai.
following 2005, the water level mcreased and
remained high as plant biomass decreased until the
habitat at Bayou L'Ours changed in the year 2017.
At Bayou Pcrot  Fig. 4b!, this habitat switch
occurred in 2015 probably because of rising sea level
and increased salinity.

ln Terrebonne, 1,204 km' of land werc
converted to open water  of which 660 km- were
fresh marsh! habitat  Fig. 5!, This occurred moitly
in a large area of fresh inarsh at the northwestern
portiorr of the basin, although some fragmentation
of brackish and salt marshes also occurred in the
southeast. These changes resulted on a water/land
ratio increase from 0.62 to 1.51 by 2018.
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Table 2. Susnmary of scenario results performed iu each basin.

Calibration FitResulting Habitat Coverage  ktn'!

Salt

Marsh

Open
Water

Brackish

Marsh
SwampFresh

Marsh Land/Water HabitatScenario Name

21065768284321170Terrebonne Basin

USWFS

2080 0.9433551865 0.85085161100Base Case

 calibration; 1977-87!

842 2170 0,8664657 596 0.7274847Base Case

 validation; l 956-87!

510 428 365 3310Normal Conditions

�988-201 8!

Freshwater Addition

Hydraulic Restoration

51] 428 0.9829362 3305

552 429 466 365 3300 0.9829

Barataria Basin

USWFS map
755 734 2952

Base Case

 calibration; 1977-87!
723 1002 722 634 0.9597 0.89322854

Base Case

 validation; 1956-87!
1191 577 288 0.74393084 0.8648

Normal Conditions

�988-201 8!
396 1017 236 217 4057

Freshwater Addition 521 1019 311 0,9751236 4057

Stopping Saltwater
Intrusion

303 1015 226 0.9645247 4132

Note: Fit values for Base C ase scenarios were computed against 1988 USWFS habitat map,
Fit values forues for ~age~nt opt ons were compute against the 2018 no~~ conditions habitat map

Addition of Freshwater Scenario

This scenario simulated diversion of river
water into the Barataria basin. The site for this
freshwater diversion was Davis Pond, an area that
encompasses 6.6 km' of east central Barataria.

inflow was simulated at 301.4 m'/s  I0,000 c
from December through March and 28.3 rn-'/s   I,M
cfs! for the remainder of the year. A hydraulrc
connection already exists between Barata
Terrebonne so the simulated freshwater addition
implemented into Terrebonne by increastng
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fable 3. Annual loss rates  km'! for the 1956-78 and 197848 periods in yerrebonne and Barat na
Basins

 Dunbar  Reed US FWS Model  Dunbar  Reed US FWS Mode 1
et al. 1992! 1995! output et al, 1992! 1995! oulput

Source:

Note: '1958-74 and 'l 983-1990 intervals.

2018 Added fieshsrater2018 Normal  'ondi tlons

Areal Event tktnli
h;ortnat Fresh» ater

«g 3. Resulting habitat distribution of Barataria Added Freshwater scenario comparedared vs. Normal Condntnns

scenario

Patrertt Hahitat T!pe

trash nt~b
ssramp
hracki sh marsh
salt marsh
open water
ttplands

393
l017
336
3 l t}

40s9
l 7ll

53 l
l019
3ll
339

3a33
l 7' ttrnposid i
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 b! Bayou Perot
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Fig. 4, Time series of water depth and photosynthetic biomass for  a> Bayou L'Ours and  b! Bayou Perot satnple
locations for Nortnal Conditions scenario.

rates there by 84.9 m'ls �,000 cfs! during peak
discharge.

Restoration of tuternal Hydrants ~nario

1.4
1 2
1.0

0,8
0.6

0.4

0,2

0,0

14
1.2

1.0
0.8

o 06
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02
0.0

Results ftom this scenario showed that land
loss in Barataria was reduced by l 1 3 ktrr' compared
to NC  Fig, 3!. The preservation of fresh tnarsh was
largely responsible for this difference. Habitat
distribution effects were minor in Terrebonne and
resulted in almost no difference from the base case
scenario  Table 2!.

The simulation of restored unernal hydraulics
was done only to the Terrebonne basin. The rnodifi-
cations implerrmnted in this scenario in Terrebonne
include: �! Restoration of natutal levees at 15 sites
that had been destroyed and �! lmprovetrtent of the

internal water flow by redirecting flow ftotrt the west
portion of the basin farther into the east. For this
simulation, Manning coefficients were increased
locally as a proxy for the modiT~cations {Fig. 6a!
We assumed that increasing water friction in the
selected area would result in increased flooding and
redirect flow towards the internal portions of the
basin.

The resulting habitat distribution in
Terrebonne showed about 42 km' tnore- of fresh

marsh and 33 km' less of brackish marsh compared
to the NC  Fig. 5!, This was due to a freshening of
the tnidwest portion of the basin, and fresh marsh
preservation  Fig. 6b!, The scenario had negligible
effects upon the distribution and amount of swatnp
and salt marsh habitats  Table 2!,
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 h! D>ffcven
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Fig, 6.  a! Manipulauons imposed within tnodel to perform Terrebonne Restore Hydraulic Conditions scenario.
 b!. Differenc habitat map for Terrebonne Restore Hydraulic Conditions scenario vs. Normal Conditions,

Stopping Saltwater latrstslon Scenario

DlSCUS SION

Others have found that the principal regional
factors driving long-term trends in land-loss and

In this scenario, a barrier to saltwater infusion
into the upper basin was simulated for Barataria,
This levee crosses the width of the Barataria basin
with only one break in the center portion that allows
flow from Bayou Perot and Bayou Rigoletts to Little
Lake. The results showed an increase in open water
 Table 2! compared to the NC scenario, About 110
km' of fresh marsh was lost, 10 km' of brackish
marsh were lost for a total open water gain of 88
km'  Fig, 7!, There was preservation of an additional
35 km-' of salt marsh. The greatest amount of land
loss took place in fresh marshes located in the
northwest. This was duc to increased flooding
duration north of the simulated levee  Fig. 7!.

habitat change in coastal Louisiana are � j sea level
rise and subsidence, �! changes in the introduction
of freshwater and sediments from the Mississippi
and Atchafalaya Rivers, and �! modif!cations to
internal hydrology  Baumann et al, 1986; Boumans
and Day 1993; Cole tnan 1988; Day et al, 1997; Day
and Templet 1989; Gagliano et al. 1981; Reed 1995;
Salinas et al. 1986; Turner 1997!. Our landscape
models are driven by these same dominant regional
processes and were, therefore, sensitive to factors
that affect how land and water surfaces evolve

interactively through time. This means that the
models are less sensitive to local factors such as

canal dredging, or natural ones like nutria eat outs
or fires.

When only the western portion of the
Terrebonne basin was modeled in the original
CELSS study  Sklar et al. 1991!, a Ft = 0.&82 for
the calibration run from 1956-1978 and Ft = 0.79

for the validation run of 1978-1983 were obtained.
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CONCLUSIONS

The biological module and habitat switching
algorithxns focused on those factors that directly or

The results for both present models which included
the area modeled by Costanza and his colleagues
axe similar Table 2!. These result s lead us to believe
that the preseint tnodel satisfactorily represents the
Barataria and Terrebonne systems at a large scale
and pmvide with an adequate spatial and temporal
resolution for the model management predictions,

The assumptions of the landscape models.
paxticularly with respect to the spatial resolution of
the water routing  IOO km'!, limited coxnparisons
between adjacent areas, and made assessment of the
iong-term potential of small projects  less than l
km'! virtually impossible. The landscape models
should be used as reconnaissance tools to provide
an initial estimate of the type and level of hydrologic
change necessary to achieve a desired response,
Plant and soil processes at less than l km' scale and
hydrologic processes at less than IOO kxn' that have
ttot been xnodeled may produce loca!ized changes.

predictably influenced land elevation and habitat
type. These mechanisms had their major impacts
on the marsh communities, thus setting a trend of
land loss in these areas. This was due in part to
differences in initial elevation, salinity, and water
levels between upper and lower basins.

Two region al model s that co xn bi ne
hydrodynaxnic and biological processes at different
time and space scales are presented. These
mechanistic models included feedback among four
different modules  water. soil, plant and habitat
switching!. A �-year calibration showed that thc
processes modeled are sufficient to explain up to
85% of the habitat distribution and 95% of the lan Jt'

water changes.

Scenario results dexnon strated the importance
of increasing water flow into both basins. As these
areas are subject to limited freshvvater inflov s, the
rate of land loss only increases.
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The ad v an tag e of us in g these lan d scape
models is that they allow one to evaluate natural
processes with a regional perspective and to
investigate cause and effect of the management
options at any location.
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ABSTRACT: Large mudhats  up to e200 ha! created from sediments dtmlged from the Calcasieu
Ship Channel are being colonized by marsh halophytes. We compared colonization and gro»1h by
dominant marsh vegetation at edge and interior locations of created sites ranging in age from 6 mo
to 14 yr and natural reference msrshes. Unvegetated arcs declined rapidly with age of cited marsbes
 interior locations: 99.7% io the 6 mo old marsh, 428% in tbe 3 yr old marsh, and 0.1% in the 14 yr
old insrsh!. This change occuicd prhnariiy as s result of rapid colonization and vegetative growth by
smooth cordgrass, Spaesirsa rzlterriijlortr, in sll sites. The first year's colonization was mainly by
raMng of mats of roots and rhizoines, but vertkal growth of buried plants was also important m
sotne marsh edge locations. Seedlings contributed to marsh grass recraaitment in tbe second and
third years in the two youngest sites. Sptzrtina alternijlnr» dominated or ccwiomiuated in our 1996
survey: a! 14.4%  edge! - 2.7%  interior! of site III created in 1996 and surveyed about 6 inontbs
after de-watering, h! 82.7%  cdge! - 279%  interior! of site 11 created in 92993, and c! l00%  edge!-
46 8% {interior! of site I created in 1982, d! 100%  edge! - 922% {interior! of reference insrsh 1, and
e! 99%  edge! and 100%  interior! of reference marsh 2. Other marsh grass species dominated or co-
dominsted fess area. Dombtance by S. pasens ranged from 0- 15'% {created marshes! «nd  t - 5.8%
{rcfescnce marshes! depending on location and site. Donunance by Disrichlis spicutrr ranged from  !-
600%  crestcd inarshes! and 0 - 2.0%  reference marshes! depending on location and site. The
annual succtdent Ssiricorniu bigekvii exhibited thick growth between patches of grass in many portions
of the interior of site IL Spartirra alterrtiflons wss shorter aad hsd greater raxnet densities in site I, the
oldest created marsh, relative to the other tnarshes. Plant height and biomass was greatest in site Il.
There was uo significant difference in plant height and biomass due to location within marshes  edge
vs interior!. The numbers of flowering stems of S. altensigloro werc not diferent in site II and tbe
natural refeicnces marsh 1. However, there was no flowerin in site I  the 14 yr old created marsh!. The
cause of these difl'erences among populations could be either environmental or genetic. Spartina
alterniflora cover reduced below- canopy air temperatures dming summer, but had no significant
effect iu other setisons. Sediment organic matter generally increased with the age of the created
marsh.

Key words and phrases: salt marsh creation and restoration, marsh p!ants. dredge sediments. Spurtirtu
aherrtiflora, Spartina paterts, Disrichlis spicatu, Sulicorm'u bigelovii
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Restoration of marsh structure and function is

a critical component of the efforts to offset wetland
losses in coastal Louisiana. One restoration method
involves the creation of rnarshhabitat in open water
areas by using seditnents dredged for either that
purpose or as a by-product of navigation channel
maintenance. Marsh creation has sometirrtes

included planting one or more species on the
dredged sediments, However, in many instances,
large bare mud flats are created under the
assumptions that plants wil I colonize "naturally,"
that the ensuing tnix of dotninant species is
determined tnainly by elevation and hydrology, and
that these "tnarshes" will have atl or most ecological
functions typically associated with tnarshes of that
group of species. These assumptions have not been
fully tested, especially in large area sites.

Environmental gradients, such as tidal
inundation, salinity, and soil anoxia, have been
shown to affect tidal marsh plant growth and
survival  Ponnamperurna 1972, Mendelssohn et al,
1981, King et al. 1982, Nixon 1982, Mitsch and
Gosselink 1986, and many others!. Interspeciflc
competition between dominant salt marsh grasses
along the gradients establis,hes the typical zonation
patterns noted in high and low intertidal marsh
settings  Bertness and Ellison 1987, Bertness 1991!,
In low marsh, flooded soils are often anoxic and

the ability of Spartina alterniflara Loisel to
oxygenate its roots and rhizophere is a key factor
allowing this species to become dominant  Gleason
1980, Mendelssohn et al. 1981!, High marsh soils
are sometimes more oxygenated and consequently
are often less stressful in tertns of this physical
factor. Sparrina alternigora can colonize and grow
under high marsh conditions. However, it will be
excluded when Spartina parens  Ait,! Muhl., a
strong competitor for space, is also in the site
 Bertness 1991!.

The southwestern portion of thc Calcasieu
estuary near West Cove is strongly influenced by
oceanic water entering through the Calcasieu Ship
Channel. Consequently, marshes on the east side
of highway 27, where our study took place, are
dominated by halophytes such as the marsh grasses

noted above. Studies of' colonization, growth, and
species interactions are required to assess the rate
of marsh development and patterns of succession.
We studied the colonization and vegetative growth
of the dominant grass species Sparri na alterrtiflrzra.
We also characterized the percent cover of afl
abundant grass species  S. alternifloru, S. paterts,
and Dr'sriehlis spicata  L,! Greene! in 3 created
marshes of different ages and 2 reference marshes
in order to assess patterns of succession and
dominance. This effort was part of a larger
collaborative suite of studies that also included

analyses of the genetic diversity of S. alrernt Jfara
and the levels of metal and organ ic cont aminants in
sediment and biota,

Three large flats  >40-200 ha! of dredged
sediments were created by the U S. Army Corps of
Engineers in 1982, 1993, and 1996 at the Sabine
National Wildlife Refuge in southwestern Louisiana
during maintenance dredging of the Calcasieu Ship
Channel, All sites used in this study were on the
east side of state highway 27, south of the city limits
of Hackberry, LA «nd north of the refuge
headquarters. The flats were created by pumping a
slurry of dredged sediments and water into areas
that had historically been marsh, but which were
open water with occasional marsh islands at the time
of restoration. All of the created marsh sites have

contaimnent berrns on one or two sides and are

contiguous with natural salt marsh or open water
on other sides. Marshes were open to flooding frotn
either the Hog Island Gully canal  site II and
reference marshes I and 2!, old Hog Island Gully
and West Cove  site III!, or the Calcasieu Ship
Channel and Long Bayou  site I!. Our study was
initiated prior to construction of site Ill in 1996.
Thus, this site was sampled for certain variables
 percent cover, clone size, and sediment organic
content! but was not included in the quantitative
analyses of growth, biomass, etc, Natural marshes
adjacent to the flats were used as reference sites.
Reference marsh 1 was located on the north side of

the Hog Island Gully canal to the west of the site II
created tnarsh. This reference marsh was sampled
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for cover, stern density, height, and flowering
whenever created rnarshes I and II were sampled.
We established a second reference marsh following
creation of the l996 site. Thi» reference marsh 2

was located on the south side of the Hog Island Gully
canal immediately to the west of site III.

Qunnhtative aaa!yses of biomass and plant size
and environmenta! conditions

In April 1996 we established stations for study
at two locations  "edge" near open water or adjacent
marsh and "interior" further from open water! in
two created marshes  site I created in ! 982 and site
II created in 1993! and a reference marsh  reference
1, adjacent to site�!I!. In site I and reference I, edge
locations were within 2 m of open water and interior
plots were 50 m inland. Using 50 m from open water
for interior plots sufficed because these tnarshes
were an! y approxitnately 150 - 200 tn wide and thus
interior p!ots actually represented marsh interior,
However, this was not the case in the much-larger
site II. This site was continuous with existing natural
marsh on its western margin. As "edge" locations
in this large �00 ha! site, we picked plots of
vegetation that were c!ear!y growing on dredged
sediments and were closest to the bordering natural
marsh. For the "interior" plots, we chose a location
nearer marsh center about 400 m from the edge
which appeared representative of the typical interior
of the site. Thus, for all study marshes, interior
locations were situated between about !/4 and !/2

of the distance from open water to the most distant
point across the marsh.

Three permanent p!ots were established and
marked with PVC poles at each location. In site II,
where S. alterniflnra often existed as spatially
separated circular patches, plots were located in
separate patches of the grass. The patch radius at
study initiation in April 1996 ranged from 3,06 to
7.49 m. Cominuous swards of grass existed rather
than separate small patches, in site I and reference
marshes. In these sites, plots at a location  edge or
interior! were situated 50 m apart.

We sampled each plot quarterly over ! year.
Ten quadrats �5 x 25 cm! were !ocated by
haphazard toss at each sampling. In each quadrat

we recorded numbers of stems, !ength o f every stern
as a measure of height, nutnbers of flowering stems,
and collected all above ground material for biomass
determination  dry mass after drying at 70" C!. A! so,
we recorded water depth and salinity at each plot-
Air temperature was measured above and below the
S. alterni flor canopy

Biomass, height flowering and stem density
data were analyzed by repeated-measures or two-
way ANOVA as appropriate using Systat, Repeated-
measures analysis was used for temporal data when
the assutnptions of the test were met. Differenc s in
air temperature above and below canopy was tested
using a paired t-test.

Percent Cover Determinations

We ran a minimum of 3 replicate transects t 4
rn wide! across each marsh in all created and
reference marshes. We measured the distances of

open ground  or water! and all vegetated patches
fa!!ing on the transect line, The dominant species,
or co-dotninant species mixture  assessed by visua!
estimation as approxitnately equal spatial coverage !,
was recorded for each section of vegetation. The
percent cover was calculated from the means of the
replicate transects in each marsh.

Sediment Organic Matter

As one metric of long-tertn effects of
vegetation on soil structure, we conducted a one-
time sampling of the study plots for sediment
organic content. Litter was removed from surface
 upper 5 cm! soil samples and the stx!imcnt was
dried to constant temperature at 7P C. Dry sampies
were usual ly very hard and were crushed and ground
prior to determining orgaruc content via loss on
ignition �00' C for 4 bours!.

RESULTS

Knvironmentn! Conditions

E! evations in the rnarshes range from 0 to +  !,7
m with 0 defined as elevation at marsh-open water
interface  C. Norman, unpublished data!. In site I I,
elcvations at the edge plots ranged from o-! 5 to G,24
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m and from 0.31 to 0.46 m at interior plots Because
of logistical constraints, elevations were not
gathered «t individual study plots in the other
marshes. Whi!e the sites were relatively flat, there
werc topographic highs in sites II and III which were
probably associated with the placement of discharge
pipe openings during sediment deposition.

25

0

Fig. l. Historic bottom salinities frotn 1991 - l997 in the Hog Island Gully Canal are shown. On the x-axis. the year
label is p!aced at the start of a particular year. Data collection varied but points were gathered approximatety
bitnonth!y. Data were provided by R, Walters of the Sabine National Wi!t!hfe Refuge  U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service!.

Water depths vari ed season al I y, am on g
marsh es, and between !ocations within marsh es. The

driest time was the first co! lection  spring !996! with
overa	 mean depths to ground water  below surface
values are indicated by negative sign! in created sites
of -66.3 k 2.62 cm Site II and -I8.8 4 2.1! cm in

Site I. !n reference marsh I there was standing water
at this co!lection �,4 2 2.20 ctn!. In the winter of
!997, all marshes had standing saline wa ter  S ite II
5,611,91 crn, Site�.0% 1.89cm, Reference marsh
1 8.9 2 1.90 crn, and Reference marsh 2 18.8 2 2.10
cm!. Water elevation data were not co!!ectedin the
youngest restored marsh  site III! because it was
not de-watered enough to al!ow walking access for
sampling until late into the study,
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Historic data provided by the Sabine National
Wi!d!ife Refuge show considerable within-and-
among-year fluctuations in salinities in the Hog
Island Gu!!y Cana! adjacent to restored sites l!and
III and both reference marshes  Fig. 1!, From 1991
- 1997, the mean 4 1 S,I:, salinity was 10.7 i 0.51
mg 1 ' n = �2, and the range was 0.7 to 23.4 mg
1 ~. The salinities of ground water and surface waters
in our study ranged from A! to 32.0 i 8.0 mg 1'
 Table I !, and generally tracked patterns of change
of salinities in the canal. Salinity values in site I
 the � yr old created marsh! were typica! ly a little
higher than in other sites, This site is nearest the
Calcasieu Ship Channel.

At higher elevations in two of the created
tnarshes  sites II and III! surface sediments,
especially in unvegetated areas, werc often hard,
dry, and cracked when there was no standing water
or recent rainfa	, Under these conditions, surface
sediment salinities were substantially higher than
those of the ground water  oftcn 20-60 cm below
sediment surface!. Sediment salinities from site !I,
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Mean Salinity Mg 1'  I S E !

Site II S it c I Reference

� yr old! �4 yr old! Marsh I

32.0  8.0!

20.0 �.0! 16,3 �,4!

21.8 �.8! 17.2 �.3!

0 0

Apr 96 22.0 �.0!

Jul 96 21.7 �.5!

Vov 96 19,3 �.1!

Mar 97 2,2 �.1!

measured in July 1996 after mixing equal volumes
of distilled water and dry sediment and allowing 5
hr to come to equilibrium, were 50.2 2 4.1 Mg 1'
 n = 5!. Sediment from reference sites, site I, and
near-open-water areas in site II that was treated in
the same manner, had much lower salinities that
were similar to those. of ground water,

The % organic matter differed among sites
 one-way ANOVA, P = 0.0005, R' = 0.876!. Values
from site I  created 1982! were not significantly
di ferent from the reference 1 marsh �2. I and 9.5%
respectively!, The two youngest marshes  sites II
and III! had less sediment organic rnatter �.7-
7.3%! than the reference marsh. Reference marsh 2
had the highest sediment organic content �9.3%!.

Air teinperaturcs above and below S.
altrrrtiflora canopy were significantly different only
during the summer  t-test, P = 0.0005!. The overall
mean temperature was 3.9" C cooler canopy in
su lilinen

Field Observations of Initial Colonization

Field observations of site III, which was
created and became de-watered during our
investigations, indicate that grass colonization
occurred within a few months of sediment de-

watering and as a result of two main mechanisms:
1! in the low intertidal zone, where the layer of

'Ihble 1. Quarter! y measures of mean  + I S.E.!
saliaities in mg I' of standing or ground water
are shown for each study site  nM!. ND indicates
data not collected. Zero values indicate fresh
water within the limits of measurement.

dredged sediments was not thick, buried S.
alrerrtiflara colonized by vegetative growth and 2!
over much of the site numerous small  generally  
0.5 mi! patches of S. alrrr7iiflora with intact roots
and rhizomes rafted in with tides and storms,

Sparrirta parerts colonized by rafting and 0, spicara
apparently by seed over those early months
following site de-watering. However, relative to S.
alrernillora, these latter two species did not co! onize
extensively in terms of n.umbers of patches and total
area covered,

Percent Cover

The unvegetated area in created marshcs
decreased with tnarsh age and increased with
distance from open water  Table 2!. Data from sites
II and III  created in 1993 and 1996, respectively!
show that colonization was more rapid near the edge
of thc marsh compared to the interior of the marsh.
Field observations in .site III suggest that a
substantial proportion of this colonization near the
edge was from vertical growth of buried S.
alrerniflora. Both reference marshes had nearly
100% vegetative cover  Table 2!. Sparrina
alrerniflora was the dominant or co-dominant
species in al! sites  Table 2!. At edge locations
 within 2 m of open water! in created sites, the area
covered by S, alrerniflora alone or as a co-dominant
increased with age of the site from 14.4%  site III,
created 1996!, to 82.7%  site II. created 1993!, and
100%  site I, created 1982!. At interior locations
 ! 50 m from tnarsh edge! in the created sites, area
with S. alterrtiflora as sole-or-co-dominant also
increased with site age f'orn 2.7%  site III, created
1996!, to 27.3%  site ll created 1993!, and 46,8%
 site I, created 1982! . Edge locations of the 2
reference marshes had 99 - 100% cover by S.
alrerni flor  Table 2!. Dominance by S, alterrt rflnra
in interior locations was typically less than at marsh
edge, but showed the same increasing trend with
increas ing age of created marsh; 2.7% site III, 27,3%
site II, and 46.8% site I, Reference marshcs had 92.2
- 100% dominace by S. alrerrtiflora at interior
locations.

In interior locations of the oldest created marsh
 site I! the area dominated or co-dominated by the
high marsh grass D. spi cata was about thc same as
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Table 2. Percent cover by the ruajor habitat types in created and natural reference marshes. Values
are tucana of n=3 transects per location in each marsh and as such may not total to 100 k. Mixed
species grou.pings Indicate numerical dominance by the species included. ~~ indicates open water at
high tide ln tMs marsh. Note that Salicortust bigelovii Is an annual and in the winter, this portion of the
habitat is aho bare ground  with standing dead plants!. MIxed dotninance was recorded when species
covered aplmosimately equal proportions of a patch. Ages of created sites at time of sasnpling was site
Ill �8 yr!, site II �0 yr!, and site I  I4 yr!. In each marsh, "edge" denotes the area from water's edge
to SO m Inland; and, '1nterior" denotes From that point on to the approximate center of the marsh.

Reference MarshesCreated Marshes

Ref 2

cdgc interior
Site III Site II

edge interior edge interior
Site I Ref 1

edge interior edge interior

2.4 42.8

2.5 27,5

68.3 27.3

4.0 ],7

8.6 0.7

0 0

10,5 0

3.9 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

Bare Ground 0 0 0 0

0 0

92.0 22.0

0 12,0

0 28.8

0 0.2

0 0

8.0 9.5

0 1,5

0 25 0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 7,6

0 O.e

0 1.3

0 138

The annual Salicorrria bigelovii dominated
ungrassed areas and displayed very robust growth
during spring and summer in the interior of site II
 Tab!e 2!. Salicorrria bigelovii individuals growirlg
within grassed patches were much smaller and
occurred in low densities  field observations!. It was
possible to find occasional S, bi gelovii in the interior
of the older site I  created 1982! mixed in with the

grasses but plants did not attain the high density
and large stature seen in site II. In site III  created
1996! there was very little colonization by S.
big elo vii the first year �996-1997 data! and no part
of the site had any degree of "dominance" in terms
of cover by this species  Table 2!. However. our

that dominated by S. alterrtiflora  Table 2!. This
species covered touch less area in other created
marshes, 0 - 12.5% depending on marsh and location
within marsh and 0 - I 8.8% in reference marshes

 Table 2!. In created site I, where it was tnost
abundant, the area dominated by the third most
abundant grass species, S. parens, cvas about 3x less
than the greatest degree of cover by D. spicata. In
reference rnarshes S, parens dotninated 0 - 9,2% of
site area  Table 2!. Patches dominated by tnixturec
of species increased in frequency of occurrence and
total site area covered with increasing age of created
marsh, but were iess prevalent in both reference
marshes  Table 2!,

Sah co rrrirs bi gelovii

Spartina alterrr rflanr

Spa rtina par eris

Distichlis spi cata

1va frit tescerrs

S. alter7r. +S. patens

S. altern. +D, spicata

S alterrr.+B. frutescens

S. patens+ I va frrr tescerr s

D. spi cata+/. frtrrescerrs

D. spicata+B, frutescens

S paterrs+I.fry.+B. fru.

S. alt.+ D. spic.+[. fru.

+B. fru.

85.1 97,0

0 0

14.4 2.4

0.1 0.2

0.3 0.4

0 0

0 0

0 03

0 0

0 0

0 0

100 92.2

0 58

0 20

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 l~' 0

0 0

71.0 98,4

0 0

0 0

0 0

9.2 0

18.8 2,6

0 0
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Heigbts of S. akernifbro

field observations thc following year  summer of
1998! indicate substantial cover by S, bigelvvii in
parts of s ibe III resulting froin extensive colonization
by seeds/seedlings in obvious natural low elevation
drift zones where seeds came in on the tide and in
apparent seedling shadows around the few
individuals that did colonize the first year. I-urthcr
field observations in the spring of 1999 indicate a
very high density of S, hi gelnr ii now in site III. Thus,
the pattern of extensive cover of non-grassed
portions of interior areas by S. bigelvvr'i recorded in
site II  created 1993! is being repeated in site III
 created 1996!.

DetMItles of $. allerrtiflo ra

Spartirra alrerniflvra stem densities were 1.5
- 2 x greater in the oldest created marsh  site I!,
than in site Il, or in the reference marsh 1  Fig. 2!.
Repeated-ineasures ANOVA showed that
differences among rnarshes was significant  P =
0,0005!. There were no significant main effect
differences between edge and interior locations
within marshes  PW.693!, although the significant
interaction  P = 0.022! indicated that densities varied
differently among locations in the different rnarshes
 Fig. 2!.

Stem densities also varied significantly
seasonally  P = 0.0005!. Both created sites I and II
showed continual increases in density over the
course of one year, while densities in reference
marsh 1 irtcreased, and then decreased, a  both edge
and interior locations. This resulted in a significant
time x site interaction  P = 0.0005!.

Stem length  height! was significantly
erent  P = 0,0005! among marshes  Fig. 3!. Site

I, the oldest created site  created 1982!, was
dominated by short-form S. alrerniflora, while site
II  created 1993! and reference marsh 1 were
populated by much taller S. aherni flora. There werc
no significant differences  P = 0.330! in height at
edge and interior locations within rnarshes  Fig. 3!.
Height varied significantly over season during the
study year  P = 0.0005! and differences among
marshes in the pattern of change over time is
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~ 9I 96 atm 96 I9996 ~ pr 97
Figure 2. Ramet densines  stems/[25 x 25 cm!! of 5.
alterniflvra are presented for restored marshes Sites l
and II and the natural reference marsh by marsh edge
and marsh kntenor locations. The x-axis is samphng
times  Apr. 96 � Mar. 97!. Values are mean~ + l
standard errxrr.

indicated by a time x site interaction  P = 0.0005 t.
The incan heights in site I were always less than 40
cm and did not vary substantially over the year  Fig.
3!. Heights in reference inarsh I ranged from about
60 - 80 cm and both edge and interior locations
showed general decreases in height over the year,
Heights in site II ranged froin about 55 - 100 cm
and fluctuated dramatically over the year  Fig. 3!.
The tallest plants were at the interior location of
site II and were situated far from open water. The
mean values exceeded ] 00 crn and some individual
stems a!orig the outer portion of circular clones of
the grass were 2 m long  u.npublished data!.

AbOve GrOttnd BiamaSS Of S. aLterr6iflorrr

Above ground biomass is generally dependent
on both stem density and height. In our study sites,
differences in plant height tended to dcterinine the
differences in biomass. The above ground biomass
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Fig. 5. Mean   I S.E.! number of flowering stems are
shown for the early Fall 1996 collection, Values are
depicted by different marsh  site I, site II, and ref I!
and location within marsh. Solid bars are edge
locations and open bars are marsh intenor locations.
Them was no flowering in site I.

growth resulted in a high percent cover by this
species in the marshes created in 1982  site I! and
1993  site II!, For the interior portions of the created
sites, this tnechanism probably accounted for tnost
of the first year colonization by S, alrerrgiflora.
Deposited sediment covered portions of the existing
tnarsh along site edges that were continuous with
existing natural marsh and numerous patches of S.
altemiflora occurred via vertical growth fmm buried
roots and rhizomes  site III, field observations!.

Sexual reproduction may have contributed to
colonization of the site in later yean. We observed
a large seed set by S. allerniflora in the fall of 1996
in site H  created in 1993! and a number of seedlings
the following spring. It is possible that some patches
of this species also became established through
seedlings the previous year since this site was 3,5
years old when we first inade field observations. In
site IIL there were seedling "shadows" around many
clonal patches in the spring of 1998 about 2 years
after site creation  field observations!.

Rapid vegetative growth of S. alrerniflora
resuhed in its dominance in all sites regardless of
the elevation and distance to marsh edge  Table 2!.
Sparrt'na alterriiflora was dominant or co-dotninant
over 2.7%  interior location! and 14.4%  edge
location! in site III when it surveyed at 6 tnonths
after site creation. Spanina alterniflora in site II
 surveyed 3 years after site creation! was the single
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dominant or co-dominant over 27.3 %  interior
location! and 82.7%  edge location! of' the marsh
 Table 2!.This species dominated or co-dominated
46,8% of marsh area a  interior locations, and

occurred in near mono-specific stands ai edge
locations in site I  surveyed 14 years after site
creation!. In the two reference marshes, S,
alrerniflora was dominant or co-dotninant over a
tninimum of 92.2% of site area regardless of
nearness to open water  Table 2!,

Despite dominance by S. alrerni Jl ora, the dry
conditions for portions of the year in the interior
portions of sites II and III appeared conducive for
the establishment of high marsh species or
transitional species, In site III  surveyed for percent
cover when 0.5 years of age!, occasional Salicornia
bigelovii existed; and, in site II  at 3 years of age!
there was a dense spring and summer �996! cover
by this succulent halophyte over much of the non-
grassed areas in the interior of the developing marsh
 Table 2!. This species is an annual and its
colonization was by seed. In the youngest site  site
III, created 1996!, S. bigelovii was absent in the
summer of I996 which is consistent with the fact

that the site was not yet dc-watered when seeds
would have been establishing. In the spring-surruner
of 1997 we observed widely scattered individuals
of S. bigelovii in site III. In 1998 and 1999 there has
been increasing dominance bv this species over most
of the non-grassed area of this site  field
observations!. This species grew well in bare areas
in sites Il and III, but was sparse and much sinaller
when it occurred within grassed patches. We
conjecture that the annual S. bi gelovii leads a rather
ephemeral existence in these created marshes, with
its dominance increasingly litnited over the years
by spread of the perennial grasses.

Typical high tnarsh grasses  S. parens and D.
spicara! only accounted for at most 14.5% and 8.6%
area cover respectively in site II and <0.5% in site
III. Where these species have colonized, the patches
appear to be healthy and growing well  field
observations!. However, there has been little
colonization, We hypothesize that this may be a
result of a paucity of rafting propagules, or viable
seed, or both, Because S. alrerniIlora generally
dominates near water's edge in marshes in this
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portion of the Sabine National Wildlife Refuge, this
is the species most likely to break free and raft into
a new location. The other grass species are further
removed front the water and often S, alter jlora
occurs between them and open water, This result
would tend to reduce the frequency of rarnets of
these species breaking free, washing out of a marsh�
and floating to new sites. Although we observed all
3 grass species flowering, we have no data on the
abundance of viable seed. We have observed S,

afrerniflara seedlings in both sites 11 and III, but
not seedlings of D, spi rara and S, patens. If seed
set or seedling survival is low, this too could limit
colonization of these high marsh grasses. These
observations suggest that further studies of seed set,
viability, floatation, and colonization of the
petenniaI grasses «rc needed to resolve questions
regarding colonization by these species.

While the physical conditions of the interior
of sites II and Ill and studies of competitive
outcomes  Bertness 1991! suggest that S, parens and/
or D. spicara should eventuawy come to be the
dominate pertenial grasses in interior portions of
sites II and I II. the rapidity of colonization. degree
af dominance, and robustness of growth of S.
alterruflora and the slowness of colonization by S.
parens and D, spica a in these locations indicates
that this process may take many years. Interestingly,
dominance by mixed-spec ies assemblages increased
with «ge of created marshes, and was lower in the
presumably much older reference marshes  Table
2!, The preponderance of patches dominated by
mixtures of species in site I suggests that created
marshes of intermediate age  this site was 14 years
old when surveyed! may be fertile locations for
future studies of species-species interactions,

Contpstrison of Marsh Structure aud Function

The two created marshes  sites I and II! studied
for such vegetation factors as size, growth, biomass
and reproduction were both dominated by S.
altei'flora. However, the growth forms of this
species were very different in the two mar shes, The
older site I was dominated by shorter S. alterniflora
with more densely packed ramets that did not flower
during the study year. The younger site I was more
similar to the reference marshes in that plants were

significantly larger  height and biomass!, lower in
ramet density, and flowcrcd during the study.
Whether this is some function of sediment or other

physical factors or is a difference in doininant
genotype s! is not yet known. We did observe but
did not quantify, more frequently water-log gal soils
and apparent reddish iron deposits in site I where
short-form S. ai/erniflora dominated. Long tenn
studies of these sediments, during years of
compaction and/or other structural and chemical
changes, and their effects on vegetation may be
needed to shed light on this question. Also.
transplant experiments among sites and locations
could address questions of growth form.

Full assessment of marsh function involves

ineasurements of such diverse items as sediment

biogeochemistry and nutrients, productivity, food
webs, population biology and genetic viability, and
succession patterns Such an undertaking was nat
within the scope of this study. However, in addition
to biological data on colonization and growth of the
doininant plant species, we did evaluate a few
physical parameters that are affected by plant
community development, These variables were: air
temperature above-and-below-canopy as an
indicator of how plant cover can affect rnicro-
environmental conditions; and, sediment organic
matter as a metric of long-term changes paJtially
caused by plant growth and decay

The sediment orgailic rnatter content of the
oldest restored marsh  site I! was not significantly
different from tha  in the reference marsh I,
suggesting long-term effects of ma+. h grass gro wth
and decomposition on soil structure. Sediment from
the younger restored sites  si tes Il and III! had about
2/3 as much organic material �%! as in the reference
inarsh 1  9.5%!. Values for organic matter in surface
sediments of the reference marsh 2 �9.3%! werc
similar to results froin a marsh terracing study
located c0.5 km to the south  L.A Department of
Natural Resources Coastal Restoration Division
1993!

Air temperature is one metric of effects of
vegetation on surface microenvironmenial
conditions which could affect growing conditions
for other plants or habitat quality for small animals.
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Cover by S. alrerniflora significantly reduced air
temperatures just above ground  or water! surface
during the summer, but had no measurable effect in
the winter. Cooler conditions below gra.ss canopy
during the summer may reduce evaporation of soil
moisture. This possibility is supported by our
qualitative field observations that soil surfaces in
grassed patches tended to bc less "dry and cracked"
during the summer compared to areas irnrnediately
outside the grass patch. Other direct or indirect
effects of reduced below-canopy temperatures could
occur on seed/seedling viability, surface soil
salinities, invertebrate survival and foraging
behavior, etc. In s udics of restored marsh function,
more emphasis should be p! aced on ascertaining the
effects of dominant vegetati ve cover on the physical
factors such as sediment organic matter and
rtucroclimate factors affecting conditions for other
plartt species and marsh fauna,

While our study has shown that marsh
vegetation develops on these dredge sediment flats,
questions remain about differences in S. alterniflora
size and flowering among marshes, patterns of
succession, effects of  and effects on! sediment
parameters, long-term sediment ContpactIOrl rates,
fauttat use, levels of export of plant production. and
the genetic variability in the dominant species. In
addition, further evaluatio~ of the amount and value
of marsh edge vs. interior in terms of productivity
and animal habitat is needed for large areas such as
the sites at Sabine National Wildlife Refuge,
Further work is needed before declaring these
marshes complete "successes" in terms of the
restoration or creation of fully-functioning salt
marsh habitat,
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ABSTRACIt Wetland restoration and crestlion efforts are subject to different economies of
scale, lncludhrg scales of ecohrgical propor5ena An inverse economy of scale apparently operates
in the various smail and large wetla nd restoration projects possible or implemented in coastal
keuhlana. The S ha ' gained  averntge $12Jl thousand ha' created+restored! is inversely related
to project cast, for projects ranging from $08 to $100 million. There is a 15-fold increase in
$ ha' gained as preject slee increases by a factor of ten. There appear to be generic economies
of scale inherent to simlhtr environntental management approaches that represent a comprom-
isee of at least three attributes: attempts to control ecosystem behavior  predictability aad
taseh ecosystem complexity, and incomplete ecosystem knowledge. Smail-scale projects are
described that are very coat effective, including terracing, backfilling, restorstktn of abandoned
agricultural htnds  built br wetlands circa 191 5k small crevasses and spoil bank management.
The smallest projects  $2+NO eacb! create land at slow rates  @ 5 ha yr'! and tend to be very
cost effective  $20 to MINI ha'!. There appear to be more than enough sites tn apply these small
projects at a rate that wotrld etiuni the anticipated restoration and creation rates resulting
frtirm the current CWPPRA program.
Kr ywo rds: wei land creation, resutration, economy of scale, river diversion, Louisiana, coastal zone.

jtstroduetion
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Effective wetland restoration efforts in coastal

Louisiana should be not only long-bsting  decades!.
but also economically 'efficient, Economists have
long recognized that there is an economy of scale
operating on agricultural lands, An Eng lish man and
Frenchman, almost simultaneously  Sir James
Steuart and Turgot ]761; in Schumpeter I9541
observed that as additional agricultural land was
newly cultivated, that the yields per area eventually
decreased, presumably because thc new farm land
was of more marginal value. Turgot, in particular,
recognized an interval of increasing returns before
the interval of decreasing returns. Subsequent
observations have shown these general observations

From the S>mtros!um Rcccat Rcscan tr irr Coasrat Lcrrrtsiatta:
Nataral Sysrcrrr Faactr'orr and Rcspotrsc to ftrarrarr ttrflrtcncc.
itozas, L,P.. J.A. trlytnan, C.E Protitt, .'V.N. Rabalars. D J.
Recit. atNt R.E. Trtrtrer I artrrrrrs !. l 99rr publrs~ by Lour sian a
Sea Grant College Prop.am.

of the patterns in yield and agricutturalland cul-
tivated to extend to other endeavors in government,
scientific research, and even household economies.

Becoming aware of these economies of scale would
seem to be a prudent aspect of both financial and
political rnanagernent in an era of limiled resources
for wetl and restoration.

There are a variety of wetland creation, re-
habilitation and restoration methods possible in
coastal Louisiana whose scale varies widely. Most
of the Coastal Wetland Planing, Protection and
Restoration Act  CWPPRA! projects are indi-
vidually large. For example, the 1995 review of 4
years of projects shows that the average project
created or restored 203 ha at an average cost of 52.  r
million, or Sl2.8 thousand ha" for thc avcr~g of
individual projects, The average cost/area of all
projects was $28.6 thousand ha ' of restored or
created land  Anon 1995!. There are also sevetai
types of smaller projects whose costs and results
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are either well-docurncntcd or that have substantial

estimates to justify their implementation, These
latter projects are nrtt common in south Louisiana,
tnostly for what seem t to mc! to be for sociological
or political reasons. They arc relatively srnaHer
projects than those funded by CWPPRA because of
their individual cost or impact area. These srnaHer
projects are briefly reviewed here and then com-
pared to our experience with larger projects in terms
of the economy of scale.

Examples of Low-Cost Projects

Small Crevasses  based on a summary in
Beyer et aL l997 and Turner and Boyer l997!

Constructing "artificial" crevasses, or cuts in
the natural levee of the Mississippi River, has been
attempted by the US Fish and Wildlife Service in
the Delta National Wiidlife Refuge  DNWR! to
build land within the Refuge  Fig, 1!. The newly
constructed crevasses create emergent wetlands after
two years of subaerial growth at about 4-5 ha yr'
 Pig. 2!. The present total cost is <$200 ha' after
six years and wiH decline to about $54 ha ' as
additional land builds. There is also documentation

of the growth rate of larger natural crevasses, and
of the costs and anticipated land gains  restoration
or creation! from currently funded CWPPRA
projects  Anon 1995!. The range of the individual

0 2 4 6 8 $0 12

Years

ling. 2- The growth of land in newly created crevasses
in the Mississippi River delta  from Boyer et al, 19971.

projects and water diversions range from $12
thousand to $76 million, the percentage river
diverted varies from 0,06% to 19%, and the flow is
directed through a channel from 30 to 900 rn wide.
The proposed or actual land gain rates from these
crevasses range from 5 to more than 600 ha yr'.

Land gain increases with project size or the
amount of water diverted, but not as fast as project
costs increase. There is, therefore, an inverse
relationship between the cost of land gained and the
size of the crc vassc  Fig. 3!. Note that updated cost
estimates are included for the West Bank, Davis
Pond and Caenarvon Diversion that were not

available at the time of the paper by Turner and
Boyer �997!. Neither large nor small crevasses,
of course, can be built everywhere,

Agricultural Imposrndmeat Restoration
 based ort Turner aad Neill i984 and

Trepagnier et ai. 1995!

Impoundments occur throughout south
Louisiana wetlands  Fig. 1!. Some were built as
wildlife refuges and others were formed by
interlocking canal spoil banks. The oldest are
probably those built to "reclaim' land for agri-
culture. These impoundments are visible reminders
of the era, foHowing passage of the Swamp Land
Acts of the last century, when publicly owned
swamplands were sold to individuals in transactions
which often "lacked the characteristics of pristi.ne
honesty"  Harrison and KoHmorgen 1947!. Some
areas were promoted as having a very high potential
for profit through agriculture.

Ten failed or abandoned coastal agricultural
impoundments  circa 1915! were examined by
Trepagnier et al. �995! to detemune recent wetland
restoration rates in former agricultural impound-
ments that had failed. Aerial photography from
between 1978 and 1988 u as used to determine the

percent wetland area and levee length and changes
between mapping intervals. One site gained wetland
between 19?8 and 1988, and four sites gained
wetland between 19&5 and 1988. Wetland area in

the remaining sites were either stable or declining
during the study period. The average wetland
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Fsg. l. Photographs of various small resu!ration projects or potent!al sites in south 1.ouisiana. Top left: A recent]y-
buih c«>'asse i 1 990!. Bottom Left: A network of spo>1 banks resulting from dredged canals. T !p right: the square
!n the center is thc Delta Farms open water area, which formed from a collapsed levee during a hurricane in 19'�.
Tbe area !mmediately to the north was dra!ned and farmed in 1915. but N as treshwater mars h on 1930s aerial
photos- M!ddle right: an aerial photograph of the Sabme terracing pro>ecn Bottom right: a ground view of a
recently created terrace <+s months�! !n thc Sabine terracing project.
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change rates for al! areas r,urged tron> -A.H to +
2,�~c yr ' from I,q78 to ! egg. Although pan. of
this varialbility in rates ii duc to rniipping inter-
prctatrrr'ni liydfolr>glc factors urliqiic to each site
v ere also intportant. The reiults fr<»n a multiple
regression model indicitted that restoration ii
inversely related to impoundtncnt size and directly
related to levee reduction, Trepagnier et al. �995!
trsed thi» itatistical nrodel tu eitrrnatc thc costi of

removing the lcvees and the potential land gaini.
Levee. retnoval will enhance wetland restoration

rates at a very favorable cost  <$1 ha '! and be
suitainabie with little additional management, The
recovery rate, however, was estimated to be «bout
l~~: yr ' if'10% of the levee were renrovcd. A rather
clear exanrplc of thc pusiibilities are shown in thc
area north of the open water body known ai 1.!efta
Farms, in the Barataria Basin. The open water
forrnedl from a fornter agricultural impoundment
whose leveei collapsed in !960. The area on the
northern border was drained and farmccl in 1 915,

but wa.s a.bandoned sornetirne thereafter, perhaps
after a. hurricane. Thc land manager. C. Breaux,
recall.s dragging a tractor out of the marsh when he
v as a child pers. comm.!, Aerial photograph» show
that it was mostly wetland by the 1930s before the
intracoastal Waterway v as built. and it retnains that
v ay trxiay.

Terracing  based on information in
CWPFRA Planning docutnents!

Terracing ii a wetland restoration practice in
south Louisiana that involves pihng matcrialon a
shallow and submerged surface to form an exposed
surface of dredged material. This new surface is
not like atypical spoil bank dredged for navigation,
which is continuous. in two parallel line», and rises
above normal high tidei, These terraces are more
like a series of disconnected ridges arranged
perpendicularly to each other, whose surface is
trooded by high tides  Fig. 1}. The natural
Resources Conservation Service has constructed

several of these in the Chenier Plain, and with iorne

success. The purpose of the raised banks, or terraces,
ii to dampen the waie energy to allow plants tu
take root and suspended matter tu fall out in greater
amounti, and to protect the adjacent shoreline.

Vegetation forms initially on the exposed spoil
material. Later the vegetation extends into the water.
but at presently undetermined rates. The cost/ha
gained of thii type of project is in the neighborhood
of $3.NN to $8,000fha after 5-! 0 years.

Spoil Bank Management fbased un
material in 'orner et aL 1994a!

There is virtually no area of the Louisiana coast
that is without a dredged canal or channel nearby.
These canals are built with various dredging
methods to facilitate navigation, belowground
mineral recovery, pipeline construction,. and
trapping. Most canali, however, were constructed
to service the oil and gas industry, especially tu float
in drilling equipment. They arc occasionally re-
dredged  or 'swept'! when they fill in ln an aerial
view of the marsh, canals appear as straight lines
with a parallel man-made levee on either side
 Fig. 1!. Some canals are isolated, and others are
found in dense networks. The linear features of

canals are in sharp contrast to the anatomising,
natural channels that form a dendritic drainage
pattern with naturally low levees.

Thc material removed to create the canal is

deposited nearby in a continuous linc of dredged
spoil material. This tnan-made levee, called a spoil
bank. usual! y has different. vegetation {c.g., shrubs�}
from the surrounding wetland. Spoil bank leveei
have an average li feti me of less rhan 50 years { Monte
!978!. Gas right-of-way pipclincs may not have
spoil banks because they are often fr lied in, wn.h the
previously dredged material immediately after the
pipeline is laid {backfilling!: theie 'backfilled
canals frequently re-vegetate enough to make the
new piant cover indistinguishablefrom the
surrounding marsh. The aggregate length of these
canals and spoil banks i.i in the range of 9 to 1 LXK>
km and ] g to 2, XX! k.m, reipectively.

The cumulative impact oi conitructing many
small individual canals and lcveei is to impound
marshes, often unintentionally, and r:auie land loss.
Spoil banks change the flow of water into and out
of the marsh t'Sw enion and Turner I 'N7!, cause open
water pond~ to fornr nearby  Turner and Rao i 99 t u



and are spatia!ly and tempora!!y related to the
conversion of wct!and habitats to open water  e.g.,
Bass and Turner 1997; Turner ! 997!.

g impacts result from the: �! longer
wetland drying cycles. even in setni-impounded
wetlands, as a consequence of altered water move-
tncnts into and out of the wetland. Thc lengthened
drying periods promote soil oxidation and subse-
quent soil shrinkage; �! flooding events that may
lengthen behind spoil banks, presumably as a
consequence of waterbeing trapped behind the spoil
bank once water enters overland during very high
tides When wetland flooding increases enough to
seriously waterlog soils and change soil cheinistry,
plants may become stressed to the point where
growth reduction or even die-back occurs  e.g.,
Mendelssohn et al. 1981; McKce and Mendelssohn
1989!; �! lower sedimentation rates behind spoil
banks in any wetland type, because of the reduced
frequency and depth of tidal inundation; �! ln
addition, the spoil banks consolidate the underlying
soi! s, Subsurface water movement is thus decreased,
both because of the reduced cross-sectional area and
the reduced permeability of material beneath the
levee  Turner 1987!,

There is no systetnatic manageinent plan ta
restore spoil banks to wetlands by removing them.
We used a hydrolagic model and fie!d data to
estimate that removing about ! 0% of the spoil bank
would restore hydrol ogic fl o ws if the spoi/ retttovat
were strategicaliv pktc<d. The restoration cost ha'
for projects 1 to 10,000 ha ranges from $1,000 to
$!, respectively. The economy of sca!e is due both
to the high mobilization costs for small projects,
and, to the perimeter;area relationships affecting
hydrologic f!ows,

Bisck5IIIng Cana!s  from Turner and Neill
l984, l994; NeIII and Turner l9gll

The return of former spoil bank inaterial back
into the canal is referred to as "backfilling", The
intended result of backfilling is to reestablish the
natural drainage network of the wetland and to oNer
increased habitat to habitat-1itnited wetland flora and
fauna. Wet!and conservation with impmved shallow
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water habitat is, therefore, the general goal of
backfilling. Canal backftlling i» generally intended
to directly achieve four objectives:

!! To fill in the canal.,

2! To reestablish emergent marsh vegetation
in the cana!

3! To eliminate the spoil bank, and,
4! To reestablish emergent marsh

vegetation on thc spoil bank.

Backfi!ling began to bc required in !979 as a
condition for issuing a permit to dredge some canals.
Canals may be backfillcd after the drilling site is
abandoned  on-sitc mitigation!, or, another canal
may be backfilled  off-site mitigation! to obtain a
permit for dredging a new cana! or other activity.
The spoil bank is leve!ed as near to marsh elevation
as possible, and the spoi I bank material that is moved
is used to fill in thc existing canal. The fill is placed
evenly over the bottom of the canal,

Whi!e the backfilled canal and adjacent berm
we studied was not restored to a completely natural
condition, its status was intermediate in many
respects to that at a natural bayou and an unfilled
canal  Turner et al, 1994b!,

The reduction in c!cvation of the spoil bank at
thc backfilled canal resulted in greater water
movement in and ou  of the marsh, redticed the
intensity of soi! waterlogging in both the streamside
and inland marshes, and promoted the growth of
marsh grasses, rather than upland vegetation, in the
shallow canal zone parallel to ihe spoi! bank  called
a 'berm'!. In addition, the partial filling of the canal
prevented the development of reducing conditions
in the bottom sediments and sulfide accumulation.
promoted the establishment of submerged aquatic
vegetation, and created productive, shallow water
benthic habitat. Backfil!ing resulted in both a
sha! lower canal and a mare natural adjacent marsh
and thereby partially reversed the changes wrought
in the marsh system by canal construction, In a
broader sense, backfilling can affect land-water
conversion by several routes: !! direct gain, 2!
reduced erosion through changes in water regime,
and 3! increased accumulation of !and-bui!ding



sediments in the marsh through increased overland
water f!ow and increased bciowground plant
productivity.

Backfi!ling costs werc cstiinated assuming an
average backfil lcd canal by Nci] 1 and Turner   l 987!,
BackftI]ing restores wetlands at a cost of $!,200 to
$3,400 ha', depending on whether only the direct,
or also the indirect impact». respective!y, are
inc!uded. The cost of dredging the original canal is
about $25.ON! ha'.

ComIsarhtons with Large Projects  from
Boyer et aL 1997, Tittrner and Boyer 1997!

The cost per area gained in restoration has been
compared for crevasses and all projects hy Turner
and Bayer �997!. In genera!, the economic
efficiency of planned restoration projects decreases
as project size increases, Thc inverse relationship
is not trivial, but covers several order» of magnitude.
The range is from less than $100 ha' to more than
$]O,GOO ha'  Fig. 3!. A ] OOO-f old increase in project

e 4 4

~ ia lo Io ]O ]07 �
Project cost  $}

Fig. 3. The relationship between river diversion size
and cost. A linear regression af the log- l 0 transformed
data is shown with the 95% confidence limits. Data
were ca!cu!ated on an annual basis assuming a 50 year
lifetime. A 5 Jan, 1998 Louisiana Department of
hiatura! Resources Project Status Repon was used to
update the West Bank diversion costs. The Davis Pond
and Caenarvon diversion are included at the 1998 cost.

cost results in a ]00-fo!d increase in the cost of

creating each ha for river diversions, A 10-fold
increase in project cost resu! ts in a 15-fo]d increase
in cost  $ ha'! for at] the coastal restoration/creation
projects started in the first 4 years of C WPPRA  Fig.
4, lef'tside!, It might seem that wetland area is an
itnperfect measure of secondary project benefits
 e.g., erosion protection, percent plant cover. access
for marine organisms!. For this reason, the various
CWPPRA agencies developed a Wetland Value
Assessment  WVA! to estimate ecosystem changes
for CWPPRA projects m terms of "habitat units".
The cost habitat unit' a!so demonstrates an inverse

economy of scale  Fig, 4, right side!.

The small projects described here  small
crevasses, backfilling, spoil bank management,
agricultural impoundtrtent restoration and terracing!
have tnuch lower costs than the average CWPPRA
projects, In other words, sma!]er projects create and
restore coasta] land much more effective!y than the
larger projects,

The most cost-effective land building projects
are the smaller ones, River managetnent becomes
increasingly expensive, and dramatically so, as the
project size increases. Bureaucratic oversight
become~ tnote demanding. It tnight be possible to
reduce thc cost of the larger projects with experience
and further review. However, the scale effects

appear to be too large and consistent to be the re~nit
of tnis-judgment, inexperience, or math errors.
Turner and Boyer  ] 997! suggested that the
observed inverse economies af scale for coastal

Louisiana wetland restoration projects are the
consequence of at least three attributes attempts to
control ecosystem behavior  predictabi! ity and use!.
ecosystetn complexity, and incotnplete ecosystem
knowledge. The uncertainty etnbedded in these
projects is why tnonitoring is inc!uded  up to 2U'7<
of project costs! and why engineers sometimes seem
to "overbuild'. The large size of some of these
projects is unique in the history of coasta! Louisiana.
We should expect uncertainty.

Although many smaller projects are more cost
effective than a few large ones. small projecLs cannot
be built everywhere, anymore than !arge projects
can be built everywhere. Individua] project types
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ptojects in south Louisiana. ittcludlng diversions, Left: $ ha' cost vs. project cost. Right; Average Annual Cost
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have inherent requirements that dictate, to some
extent, where they can he implemented. These
constraints may require adjustments in management
efforts to achieve optimum uses of the available
funding and ecological resources, It is worth noting,
however, that thc vast majority of CWPPRA projects
are large projects. The first 4 years of the CWPPRA
progtamhad only 1 of 63 projects that cost less than
$5OO,GOO.

lt is worth asking if there is enough area to use
there smaller projects. Only preliminary numbers
are available, but they suggest that small projects
are a viable option for restoration efforts. The

CWPPRA program has projects in place to attempt
to create and restore wetlands at a rate of 479 ha

yr'  Anon 1995!. A stnall crevasse builds at 4.76
ha yr'  Boyer et al�1997!, so it would take only
I OO small crevasses, at $48/ha, to create what costs
the CWPPRA program $28,000 h 'a, There are a
few hundred locations available to build crevasses

 Boycr and Turner 1995!, but land owner
permission is required � something that may not be
forthcoming, The open water in abandoned
agricultural impoundments could be recovered at
10 ha/yr,  Trepagnier et al., 1995!, at a cost of about
$1 ha'. There are at least 43 unpoundments, perhaps
20of which could be restored with permission. The
average size is 2,352 ha. The potential restoration
atea is, assuming 50% recovery, 23,520 ha, at 50
years, or 470 ha yr', equivalent to the CWPPRA
land gain at �.01% of the per ha cost. The greatest
opportunity to implement low cost restoration
projects has to do with restoring oil and gas recovery
canals and reversing their negative impacts on
wetland hydrology. There are tens of thousands of
spoil banks and canals that could be backfilled,
equaling 80,426 ha in 1978  Bauman and Turner
1990!, There is a much larger area of impoundments
and semi-itnpoundments that couM be managed, an
area that perhaps exceeds 500,000 ha. It would be
necessary to convert only 0.15 % yr' of the canals,
spoil banks, semi-impoundments and itnpound-
ments to wetlands each year  at less than $1000
ha'!, to match the objectives of the projected results
of current CWPPRA projects.
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